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World Heritage Education:

a new concept

UNESCO Special Project "Young People’s

Participation in World Heritage Preservation

and Promotion” was launched by UNESCO in

1994, through the Associated Schools Project

network (ASPnet) and by the World Heritage

Centre, with a view to conceptualise and

reinforce the concept of World Heritage in the

classroom and in extra-curricular activities,

and to give young people a chance to voice

their concerns and to becomeinvolved in the

protection of the world’s natural and cultural

heritage.

Through the developmentof educational and

hands-on activities, the Project seeks to

encourage and enable tomorrow’s decision-

makers to respond to the continuing threats

facing World Heritage and to give young

people an opportunity to participate in the

conservation and preservation of both

cultural and natural heritage as well as the

intangible heritage from local to global

levels. The Project has benefited greatly from

financial support from The Norwegian

Agency for Development Co-operation

(NORAD).

A pilot version of the World Heritage

Educational Resource Kit for Teachers “World

Heritage in Young Hands” was published in

1999 and is currently being experimented in

the ASP schools in more than 130 countries.

The Kit is also translated in more than 15

national languages. Due to overwhelming

requests, an updated SecondEdition will be

released in 2002 and the first edition is

currently available on the internet in French

and English at:

http://whc. unesco.org/education
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Our rich cultural diversity is indeed a treasured heritage. Yet, the dawn of this

a1 century is heavily marked by rapid and massive changes, standardization, mass

production and consumerism, the eroding of identity and cultural roots, as well as

violent manifestations of intolerance, conflicts and discrimination. Hence, in order to

preserve and to continue to benefit from ourrich diversity, there is an urgent need to

ensure the safeguarding of our cultural, natural and intangible heritage as well as

respect for differences and to engage in a meaningful intercultural dialogue so as to

avoid further tensions, wars and destruction.

It is obvious that the preservation of our local and World Heritage and ourability to live

together in peace and dignity depends a lot on today’s young people whowill soon

become the decision makers of tomorrow. That is why UNESCO,throughits Associated

Schools Project Network (ASPnet) and its World Heritage Centre, with the generous

support of the Norwegian Agency for Development Co-operation (NORAD), has been

giving so much attention to its intersectoral Special Project «Young People’s

Participation in World Heritage Preservation and Promotion».

This Project aims to inspire young people to become Patrimonitos, young heritage

guardians committed to working together to protect and promoteourlocal, national

and World Heritage. Patrimonitos strive to reaffirm their identity whilst learning

about other cultures and appreciating other ways of life. Over the past eight years

several thousands of young people have become Patrimonitos taking part in

intercultural dialogues with their peers at both local and globallevels.

With the help of the UNESCO Special Project and its World Heritage Educational

Resource Kit for Teachers “World Heritage in Young Hands”, more and more young

people are becoming aware of the importance of World Heritage, of the different

interactions between cultures and civilizations throughout the ages and the manifold

contributions of so many cultures to our universal civilization. Patrimonitos are

meeting, and learning together, in World Heritage youth fora, summer campsandskills

development training courses such as the oneheld in Petra, Jordan in April 2002 for

youth in the Arab States. These young people, Patrimonitos, are proving to beskilled

and talented artisans for protecting World Heritage and forging a

deeper and more meaningful dialogue amongst civilizations.

However, their numbers are not yet sufficient. All young people

deserve to benefit from World Heritage Education and specially

planned activities designed for them.

    

   



 

UNESCO therefore decided to organize an International Conference on World Heritagein

Young Hands — a Dialogue amongstCivilizations in Egypt in February 2002 as oneofits

main events to be conducted in observance of the United Nations Year for Cultural

Heritage and the 30” Anniversary of the adoption of the World Heritage Convention.

The Conference aimed to shed valuable new light on how World Heritage Education can

strengthen a dialogue amongstcivilizations and offer new opportunities to the young

people of our world to take part in significant endeavours which will enable them to

live together in peace andin dignity.

This report reflects the debates and proposals made on such important issues such as

the preparation of new educational material on selected World Heritagesites reflecting

“touchstonesof civilization”, reinforcing the role of young people in promoting the

intangible heritage, launching of intensive ASPnet intercultural school twinning

through newlyestablished “routes of dialogue” and celebrating the 30" Anniversary of

the Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage.

This Convention was adopted by UNESCO’s General Conference in 1972 to safeguard

cultural and natural heritage of “outstanding universal value” for future generations.

The sites inscribed on the World Heritage List are not only of local and national

importance butare also part of the commonheritage of humankind.

However, proposals are not sufficient to safeguard our heritage, to combat intolerance

and to ensure mutualrespect, solidarity and co-operation.

More action is needed, as well as resources, to enable Patrimonitos to better assume

their roles in promoting and preserving heritage locally and globally, to respect

cultural diversity and become agents of changein favour of cultural pluralism, and to

continue to develop their creativity and life long learning

in support of World Heritage conservation.

The “World Heritage in Young Hands” International

Conference resulted in a blueprint of action for helping to

convert a “Dialogue amongCivilizations” into reality. May

the necessary means be now madeavailable to enable the

world’s young people to go forward into this third

millennium, united in their diversity and together in their

commonaspiration and quest for a peaceful world in which

everyonewill live in dignity and in mutual respect.

ee
Mounir Bouchenaki John Daniel

Assistant Director-General Assistant Director-General

for Culture for Education 
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Considering

@ that the preservation of monuments andsites, which corresponds to the compelling

duty of memory, must be accompanied bythe preservation of the capacity of individuals

to develop within their cultures and to express their belonging to mankind through

their differences,

@ that educating young peopleis the principal means to maintain thevitality and

the diversity of cultures as well as to realize the universal values they convey,

@ that education in heritage must allow the young person both to consider his environment

and culture as a citizen and to link this local heritage with universal values,

Proposed the following Recommendations:

To UNESCO

MemberStates:

to reinforce programmesaimedat enhancing World Heritage Education through the launching of the

second phase of the UNESCOSpecial Project “Young People’s Participation in World Heritage Preservation

and Promotion”, taking into consideration the proposals made by participants at the International

Conference on World Heritage in Young Hands — a Dialogue amongCivilizations to create educational

material on World Heritage sites located in their countries;

to take into account the expressions of intangible heritage — i.e., "...people’s learned processes

along with the knowledge,skills and creativity that inform and are developed by them, the products they

create, and the resources, spaces and other aspects of social and natural context necessary to their

sustainability” (as defined by a meeting of experts in Turin, March 2001) — by emphasizing thehistorical

and universal dimensions of humanscientific, technological, artistic and cultural activities;

to include World Heritage Education, as part of a wider cultural education in curricular and extra-

curricular activities for young people, in order to foster their cultural identities and awarenessof universal

values, and to strengthen their socialization and active participation to the international dialogue aimed

at developing a “universalcivilization”;

to aim at accessibility of inter-cultural education and World Heritage Education to all young

people, particularly through the following means:

- by giving all the teachers and mentors an appropriate tuition in inter-cultural education,

backed with resources provided by UNESCO,by national educational institutions, by cultural

institutions and by professionals of art and culture,

- by emphasizing within curricula the cultural and universal dimensionsof the subjects taught,

- by charteringall their cultural institutions (museums,libraries, archives, art and cultural

centres) with an educational mission and by inviting them to develop partnerships with

educational institutions,

 



 

- by taking into particular consideration, if necessary by positive action, schools in

unfavourable circumstances,

- by implementing these programmes using all available technologies, new as well as

traditional,

to reinforce the role of cultural institutions as agents and partners of World Heritage Education

programmesin collaboration with UNESCO World Heritage Centre and Associated Schools Project Network,

and as essential resources for curricular and extra-curricularactivities and in teacher training programmes;

to implement programmes aimed at enhancing awareness about World Heritage through an

extended range of actors and possible partners, such as media professionals, private and public sponsors,

cultural institutions, and develop partnerships with educationalinstitutions and other potential partners;

to involve young people, through active methods, to assumeresponsibility for World Heritage

conservation and fruitful communication between cultures and civilizations, by creating promotional

material on heritage issues, by directing them to communicate with people in authority or by participating

in activities related to the maintenance and restoration of heritage, under the supervision of heritage

professionals.

To UNESCO:

to initiate and to encourage a “dialogue amongcivilizations” and intercultural learning as an integral

part of World Heritage Education programmesandinitiatives, mainly through inter-regional programmes

which follow the itineraries of UNESCO’s existing International Routes projects;

to examine ways of interpreting World Heritage sites as “touchstones of civilization”, in a

perspective of universal history, in which each site bears witness to a step in the chronological evolution of

humanityorillustrates encounters betweencivilizations (see Annex 4);

to develop a baseof reliable data - according to scientific criteria and universal values -, on

educational material in order to enable Member States to share their experiences and educational

material on World Heritage Education, and the methodological tools required by the teachers to utilize

these data with their students around the world;

to develop in-service and pre-service teacher training programmes on World Heritage Education,

taking into account the natural and cultural, tangible and intangible heritage and the appreciation of

local, national and universal values;

to enhance World Heritage Education in fostering a culture of peace through reaching as many

ASPnet schools as possible and by inviting them to co-operate on World Heritage Education with

other schools;

to reinforce the UNESCO Special Project “Young People's Participation in World Heritage

Preservation and Promotion” andincreaseits effectiveness by developing collaboration between

UNESCO and the educational systems of MemberStates.
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International Conference on

World Heritage in Young Hands -

A Dialogue among Civilizations

Aswan/Cairo, Egypt 6-12 February 2002

Introduction
The promotion of dialogue amongcivilizations lies at the
very core of UNESCO’s Constitution, which says thatit is

through “collaboration among nations” and “advancing
the mutual knowledge and understanding of people” that

we can contribute to peace and security, whichis the ulti-
mate aim of the Organization. “Since wars begin in the

minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defences

of peace must be constructed,” the Constitution declares.
Thus, manyof the Organization’s activities, such as the Al-

Andalus Itineraries, the Slave Route, Routes of Abraham

and the Arabia Plan, etc. are specially designed to bring

people, cultures andcivilizations closer together.
No one would argue with the ideals expressed in the

Constitution, but the challenge remains how to translate

theory into practice, rhetoric into concrete action. The

International Conference on World Heritage in Young

Hands — A Dialogue among Civilizations, convened by
UNESCOin February 2002, was oneresponse tothis challen-

ge. Held in Aswan/Cairo (Egypt) from 6-12 February 2002,
the Conference, which came to be known as the “Caravan

Conference”, because participants travelled from one
venue in Egypt to another, brought together more than 80

high-level experts from all parts of the world, to consider
the links between the diverse aspects of interculturalism

and World Heritage Education, and together, find ways to

translate them into meaningful actions.

Leading up to the Conference
A numberof factors — major world events and internatio-

nal initiatives — led to the planning of this important

International Conference. The Conference cameas follow-
up to the United Nations Year of Dialogue among

Civilizations (2001) and the Resolution on Cultural Diversity
adopted by the UNESCO General Conferenceatits 31" Se-

ssion (November 2001). It also contributes to the observan-
ce of the United Nations International Year for Cultural

Heritage (2002) and the 30" Anniversary of the World
Heritage Convention (November2002).

2001: United Nations Yearfor

“Dialogue among Civilizations”

The United Nations declared 2001 the United Nations Year
for “Dialogue amongCivilizations”. Throughout the year

various events were organized within the UN family to cele-
brate the Year. For example, in April 2001, the

International Conference on “Dialogue among
Civilizations” was organized in Vilnius, Lithuania, under

the auspices of the Lithuanian National Commission for
UNESCO (see Annex12).

In view ofpersistent attitudes reflecting racism and preju-

dice in many parts of the world, the year 2001 was also

declared by the United Nationsas the International Year

of Mobilisation against racism, discrimination, xeno-
phobia and intolerance (Durban, South Africa, August/
September200).

The Vilnius Declaration states:

“,.-No civilization can solely assume the responsibility for

the entire humanity; neither can a single civilization claim

exclusive rights to provide an ultimate and universally

valid vision of how to be a human

being in a complex and multifaceted world of today and

tomorrow... As a crucial attempt to uphold mutualrespect,

sympathetic understanding and tolerance, the dialogue

amongcivilizations is the only meansto build a world

of humandignity, solidarity and hope...”

International Conference on Dialogue among Civilizations,
Vilnius, Lithuania

Education is a means of personal fulfilment and develop-
ment throughout life, which opens new ways for young

people to undertake concrete actions and commitment
to build a better future and to ensure mutual respect

for nature and culture. Education is thus an essential
componentof the dialogue amongcivilizations.

               

  

  

  

   

 

  

   



   
  

All participants '

at the _ | eS al te j a. a =
International : ; F
Conference in

front of the
Aswan Museum,

the venue

of the

Conference

Article 2 — From cultural diversity to cultural pluralism —

states: “In our increasingly diverse societies, it is essential

to ensure harmoniousinteraction among people and

groupswith plural, varied and dynamic cultural identities

as well as their willingnessto live together...

One month later, the 25" Session of the World
Heritage Committee (Helsinki, Finland, 11-16

Indissociable from a democratic framework,cultural

pluralism is conducive to cultural exchange andto the

flourishing of creative capacities that sustain publiclife.”

In its Main Lines of an Action Plan for the Implementation

December 2001) was inaugurated by Ms Tarja
Halonen, President of the Republic of Finland. In
her opening address she referred to the “great
potential in the World Heritage Education Project
initiated by UNESCO” and concluded that the

. . Project “deserves our support.”
of the Declaration, UNESCO Member States commit to: PP

“Promoting through education an awarenessofthe positive 30" Anniversary of the World Heritage
. . . . . Convention

value of cultural diversity and improving to this end both: ; . The Convention concerning the Protection of the
curriculum design and teacher education. World Cultural and Natural Heritage, adopted by

the UNESCO General Conference in November 1972,

is celebrating its 30" Anniversary in 2002. This
UNESCO Declaration on Cultural Diversity, important date will be marked by a number of

November 2001 events during which both the successes of the
Convention and the future challenges facing the
implementation of this widely recognized interna-
tional legal instrument for heritage protection will
be assessed. One of the major objectives of the
International Conference on World Heritage in
Young Handswasto invite participants to identify
means for observing this important anniversary
(see Item 6).

Marked by the tense world situation in the after-
math of 11 September 2001, and the need to ensure
an urgent and effective intercultural dialogue, the
31° Session of the UNESCO General Conference
(Paris, October/November 2001) adopted the
Declaration on Cultural Diversity.

World Heritage Education Initiatives
A number of UNESCO World Heritage Education-
sponsored activities were also carried out in obser-
vance of the United Nations Year of “Dialogue
among Civilizations”, bringing together young
people, teachers and heritage specialists from
around the world in order to establish a dialogue
which would lead to promoting and protecting
their tangible and intangible heritage at local
and international levels. Such events included the
First World Heritage Youth Forum for Latin
America (Lima, Peru, March 2001), the Third
European Summer World Heritage Training
Course (Raros, Norway, August/September 2001),
the Tenth International World Heritage Youth
Forum (Karlskrona, Sweden, September 2001),
the International World Heritage Education
Workshop (Helsinki, Finland, December 2001)
and the Asian World Heritage Education Sub-
Regional Training Course (Vigan, the Philippines,
December2001). These encounters resulted in a wide

On 16 November2001, the General Assembly decla-
red 2002 the United Nations Year for Cultural
Heritage, with UNESCO as lead agency, declaring
that: “Mindful of the importance of protecting the
world cultural tangible and intangible heritage as
a common ground for the promotion of mutual
understanding and enrichment among cultures
and civilizations...Invites Member States and obs-
ervers to promote education and raise public awa-
reness to foster respect for national and world cul-
tural heritage...”

“Preserving heritage obviously means preservingits

diversity...In children and young people, we have the key

to a future society where cultural tolerance and respect

for difference shall cometrue. Family primarily transmits

traditions, but schoolalso has a great responsibility for

passing on heritagein all its forms. We must encourage range of proposals to strengthen bonds between

networking and co-operation between schools and we have young people through World Heritage Education

to promote dialogue between culturesatall levels... and activities.

I see great potential.” ; er
These are some of the main events andinitiatives

Tarja Halonen, whichled up to the Conference and which served as
President of the Republic of Finland a backdropforit.
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Some 80 high-level participants, representing a wide rangeoffields, gathered at the

International Conference on World Heritage in Young Hands — a Dialogue among

Civilizations, held in Aswan/Cairo (Egypt) from 6-12 February 2002. In addition to

experts from some 20 countries around the world (see below) the Conference benefited

from the participation of a number of Egyptian specialists. (See list ofparticipants in

Annex 2). Participants came from:

Ethiopia Egypt New Zealand Finland Brazil

Mali Lebanon Pakistan France Cuba

Senegal Morocco Uzbekistan Greece

South Africa Yemen Italy
Norway

Russian Federation

Spain

Ever since UNESCO Special Project “Young People’s
Participation in World Heritage Preservation and Promotion”

was launched in 1994, a unique feature has been the
synergy which it has generated among educators, teachers,

curriculum developers, teacher trainers, university profes-
sors, heritage specialists, museum personnel, architects,

historians, environmentalists, etc., all co-operating in the

promotion of World Heritage Education. The Conference

participants represented thesefields.

Egypt, host to the
“Caravan Conference”
Egypt, one of the majorcradles ofcivilizations, has contri-
buted much, for over 4,000 years, to our world civilization

in areas as far-ranging as astronomy, anatomy,science,
technology, mathematics, architecture, art, music and phi-

losophy. Further, it was in Egypt that, in the early 1960s,

UNESCO launchedits first major international campaign —
to save the temples of Abu Simbel. Egypt was also one of

the first States Parties to ratify the World Heritage
Convention, and the temples of Abu Simbel were among

the first sites to be inscribed on the World HeritageList, in
1979. Always an active participant in ASPnet, Egypt was one

of the first 25 countries to be invited by UNESCO to develop
educational approaches and activities in favour of World

Heritage Education.It therefore seemed the ideal venue for

such an important conference on World Heritage Education
and a “Dialogue amongCivilizations”.

The Conference was held underthe auspices of the Minister

of Higher Education and Scientific Research, His Excellency
Mr Moufied Shehab, and was organized by the Egyptian

National Commission for UNESCO in co-operation with the
Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities. UNESCO (the
World Heritage Centre and the Associated Schools Project

Network (ASPnet), Division for the Promotion of Quality
Education, also helped to co-organize the Conference with

its Field Offices in Cairo and Amman(Jordan).

Conference Objectives

In view of the preoccupying situation in the world today
and the manythreats to the preservation of World Heritage,

ranging from poverty, environmental degradation, indus-
trialization, mass tourism to violence and armedconflict to

ignorance and sheer neglect, the Conference’s objectives

were multiple and ambitious:

e@encourage pluralism, dialogue, solidarity, mutual
respect and appreciation among educators and heritage

specialists;

@ examine the reinforcement of a “Dialogue amongCivi-
lizations” and in particular intercultural learning, as an

integral part of World Heritage Education;

@ shed new light on the interpretation of World Heritage
sites as “touchstonesof civilization” and asillustrations of

the interactions between civilizations;

@ plan a series of international ASPnet World Heritage

Education twinning initiatives;

@ examine ways and means to enhance in-service and
pre-service teacher training in support of World Heritage

Education;

@ identify ways to contribute to the follow-up to the United
Nations Year for Dialogue among Civilizations (2001), the
observance of the International Year of Cultural Heritage

(2002) and the 30" Anniversary of the adoption of the
World Heritage Convention (2002).

          
  



 

The Conference Venue

The Nubia Museum, Aswan

In the languageof ancient Egypt, where hieroglyphics are used to represent meaning and

sounds, the word Nubia means the "Land of Gold”. This land abounds in monumental treasures.

In January 1975, the General Egyptian Authority for Antiquities submitted a request to UNESCO

seeking assistance to preserve the ancient Egyptian monuments, through the establishmentof

a city for museums, harbouringa cluster of open museums,all displaying rare and significant

monuments of various ages.

As the main supporter to save the Nubian monuments, UNESCO approvedthis request.

This was thefirst time in the history of UNESCO that the Organization decided to launch an

international campaign to establish a local museum. On 4, February 1986, the foundation stone

of the Nubia Museum waslaid.

Three thousandspieces of antiquities, representing various ages — Geological, Pharaonic,

Roman,Coptic and Islamic — have been registered in the museum.All these pieces reflect

the character of Nubia over history and illustrate how it merged with the Islamic civilization

on one hand and the mothercivilization of Egypt on the other.

Source: Egypt State Information Service (http://www.sis.gov.eg)

“We are all alike

Like each flake of snow, floating through the sky,

__ The following poem, we are all unique, we are all alike.
recited by ASPnet students Take look d Hl ts tr
Peete eatece ake look around, you will see its true,

Schoolin Cairo during You’re a lot like me, I’m a lot like you.
the Conference, sums up Everybody has eyes, they come in different shapes,

the themeof cultural Some are brown, some are blue, some are grey or green.
diversity and tolerance and

understanding that permeated
the proceedings:

Everybody has skin, it comes in many shades,

It may be dark, it may be light; or somewhere in between.

Everybody lives, everybody breathes,

Everybody needs, everybody dreams.

Everyone is born,

And changes through the years,

We can laugh and cry, and share our hopes andfears.

We all have a body, any size will do,

It may be thick, it may be thin, it could be short or tall,

We all have a heart, let it beat with pride,

A common bond goes on and on, we’re people one andall!

Like each flake of snow, floating through the sky,

We are all unique, we are all alike.

Take a look around, you will see it’s true

You’re a lot like me, I’m a lot like you.”
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Opening ceremony

Warmly welcoming the participants in the auditorium of the Nubia Museum,

Aswan, Ms Mervat Omar, Secretary-Generalof the Egyptian National Commission,

drew their attention to the rich cultural legacy ofEgypt andto thevitalrole

of UNESCO in ensuring its safeguard. (See Annex 5).

Comparing our world civilization to a mosaic composed of
many cultures, Ms Elizabeth Khawajkie, UNESCO

Representative and ASPnet International Co-ordinator,

reminded the Conferencethat if one piece of this universal

composition is destroyed or impaired, the mosaic will be

severely diminished and no longer complete. Ms Khawajkie
recalled that the World Heritage Convention, adopted

30 years ago, in 1972, has today beenratified by 167 coun-
tries and some72! cultural and naturalsites are included on

the World HeritageList. It is a formidable task to preserve
them for present and future generations, and this is the

challenge faced by young people today. Ms Khawajkie
pointed to the truly meaningful intercultural dialogue that

the World Heritage Education Project has forged between

young people world-wide. She concluded by quoting the
Director-General of UNESCO, Mr Koichiro Matsuura, who

recently declared, referring to the United Nations Year for
Cultural Heritage, that: “...heritage preservationis essential

if we are to retain the wealth of our cultural diversity and
ensure that the world is enriched rather than impoverished

by globalisation.” (See Annex 6).

Mr Mohamad El-Deek, Director of UNESCO Cairo Office, in

welcoming the participants, recalled that dialogue among
civilizations is one of UNESCO’s priorities. (See Annex 7).

Mr Gaballah Ali Gaballah, Secretary-General, Supreme

Council of Antiquities, Egypt, underlined that this
Conference on dialogue betweencivilizations was an extre-

mely significant event and he was pleased that it was
commencing in Aswan which served, throughout the ages,

as a major gateway of several civilizations linking Africa,

Asia and Europe and which has served as a testimony of
peaceful co-existence.

Major General Samir Youssef, the Governor of Aswan,

referred to the ancient heritage of Aswan and to the
significant role of UNESCO in preserving World Heritage

including the salvaging of the treasured templesof Philae.
He also emphasised the importance of the World Heritage

Education project in raising the awareness of youth in

heritage preservation. (See Annex8).

 

After the opening ceremony, Conferenceofficials inaugu-
rated a special exhibition prepared for the occasion by

the ASPnet school in Mafouz, Aswan. Governor Youssef,

Mr Gaballah Ali Gaballah, and the UNESCO representatives

opened the exhibition and were guided throughit by stu-

dents who described their activities devoted to heritage
protection, environmental conservation, and intercultural

leaming.

Election of the Conference Bureau

Mr Gaballah Ali Gaballah (Egypt) was elected

 

Welcome

ceremony
at the

Conference

Left to right:
Mr El-Deek,

Mr Gaballah,

Mr Samir Youssef,

Ms Khawajkie,

Ms Omar

as the Conference Chair and Ms Marie-Paule Belmas (France),

Ms Saramba Diakhaté (Senegal) and Mr Victor Marin (Cuba)

as Vice-Chairs and Ms Elspeth Wingham (New Zealand)

as Rapporteur.



A series of discussion items were then addressed, all with
the common aim of producing concrete proposals for
future action in support of World Heritage Education.

Item 1: The role of World Heritage

Education in fostering “Dialogue

amongCivilizations”: contents,

methods, innovative educational

resource material

Background

The UNESCO Special Project resulted in a new concept of

World Heritage Education, as demonstrated in the World

Heritage Educational Resource Kit for Teachers “World

Heritage in Young Hands”, which is now in use in some 130

countries. World Heritage Education has proved to be effec-

tive in teaching young people to reaffirm their identities,

take pride in their own culture and awaken an interest and

appreciation for other cultures. Since 1995, ten World

Heritage Youth Fora have taken place in different parts of

the world and have been instrumental in mobilizing young

people in support of World Heritage and in fostering an

intercultural dialogue among young people.

Discussion

MsFarea Hassan, Professor of the Faculty of Education at Ain

Shams University, Cairo (Egypt) pointed to the need to
integrate World Heritage across the school curriculum,i.e.

in history, geography, language, sports, etc. — as is pre-

sently being done under the educational reforms being

carried out in Egypt — and she urged the involvement of

civil society, local institutions and non-formal education,

including NGOs. Dr Isaak Ebeid, Professor of History at the

same University gave a presentation on Egypt’srich legacy

in promoting dialogue amongstcivilizations.

“God has blessed us in Egypt with a

wonderful heritage from our ancestors.

Our country has lived through many

civilizations. The Egyptians neverlost their

heritage from onecivilization with the

coming of another. On the contrary,

we managed to absorb and digest

the newcivilization into the old one”.

Prof. Farea Hassan, Egypt

A numberof different types of ASPnet school activities are

being carried out in Uzbekistan, including in-schoolactivities,

extracurricular activities such as youth camps, and the pro-

duction of innovative educational resource materials, inclu-

ding educational computer games and handicrafts work-

shops. Mr Doniyolbek Boltaboev, ASPnet National Co-ordina-

tor, Tashkent (Uzbekistan) gave an overview ofthese activities
in Uzbekistan, another major crossroad ofcivilizations.

Some examplesof innovative educational resource
materials proposed:

Mr Rob Roney, a teacher at the ASPnet Greymouth High School

in New Zealand spoke about the importance of studying the

values of heritage and presented his Guidelines for Teaching

World Heritage. He explained that in New Zealand, indigenous

Maori people are encouragedto studytheir family history. He

also referred to the preparation of a Pacific version of the World

Heritage Education Kit, highlighting the specificity of that

region’s rich intangible heritage.

Associated Schools in the Russian Federation are also adap-

ting the material in the kit, which has been translated into

Russian. Mr Youri Pochta, Professor, Chair for Social

Philosophy, Moscow (Russian Federation) presented the
wide range of initiatives underway in his country in sup-

port of World Heritage Education and the dialogue

amongst civilizations. A World Heritage Education

Conference and Youth Forum is being planned in the World

Heritage city of Novgorod in the summerof 2002, along the

Volga River, which played an importantrole over the cen-

turies in linking East and West, North and South. Mr Pochta

underlined the need to ensure an affective, not just cogni-

tive, approach to heritage education.

 

Outcomes

Participants agreed that for effective dialogue to take

place, young people need to express themselves in

creative ways and that the World Heritage Education

project provides many such opportunities. They also

underlined the usefulness of new information communi-

cation technologies (NICT) in enabling young people to
communicate more easily in forging intercultural- Multimedia CD-ROMson cultural and natural heritage
dialogue and heritage preservation.

——

- Educational computer games

- School workshopson handicrafts
(embroidery, pottery, textiles, etc.)

Doniyolbek Botaboev, Uzbekistan  
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Item 2 : Elaboration of guidelines for

the preparation of new educational

material on selected World Heritage

sites as “touchstonesof civilization”.

Background

World Heritage sites are often considered “touchstones of

civilization” and contribute to our universal civilization in

varied ways. On the threshold of the twenty-first century,

facing the globalisation process that is affecting all cultures

around the world,it is important for us to foster a “civiliza-

tion of universal values”, enriched by the diversities of our

different cultures.

Results of pilot projects on the classroom use of the “World

Heritage in Young Hands”resource kit, and recommenda-

tions on the World Heritage Education Project made by exter-

nal evaluators from English Heritage in early 2002 point to

the need to focus on a more regional approach to teaching

about cultural heritage, including material that is produced

nationally, but which is at the same time intercultural in

scope. This material would enable young people to better

understand the interactions betweencivilizations and cultu-

res, appreciate the contributions from different countries

and areas of the world to our universal civilization, have

greater respect for diversity and foster the appreciation of

other cultures, and a commitmentto solidarity, peace and

non-violence.

Ms Léger, UNESCO Consultant, presented and suggested

some general guidelines for the preparation of new educa-

tional material on World Heritagesites selected as touchsto-

nes of civilizations in order to develop the Dialogue among

Civilizations. She pointed outthat the long term objectivesof

this educational material should aim: to bring about a new

attitude towards history of humanity focusing on the contri-

butions of different civilizations to it, to create awareness of

the fragility of the site registered on the World HeritageList

and to develop a joint and shared sense of responsibility for

the protection and enhancementof this site and stimulate

 

Discussion

Three working groups were organized to give participants

the opportunity to discuss in greater depth the production

of new World Heritage educational materials, and to finali-

ze guidelines for their preparation.

A numberof presentationsillustrated concrete examples of

innovative resource materials on World Heritage Education,

which could serve as inspiration to other countries.

Ms Paula Reinikkala, a teacher from the MA Maunula Senior

Secondary School in Kerava, Finland, presented a CD-ROM

that she, together with another teacher, had been develo-

ping on the World Heritage site of Suomenlinna in Helsinki.

Througha series of adventure, discovery and researchacti-

vities, students learn aboutthe history, architecture,living

conditions and scientific and technical achievements

applied in building this World Heritage site, as well as

about the countries that were involved in its construction.

After completing the activities presented in the CD-ROM,

students are more aware and better prepared for a memo-

rable visit to the Fortress Suomenlinna

“Youngchildren

are not always

interested in

history ... teachers

face the constant

challengeof finding

interesting and

meaningful ways

to awaken their
the dialogue among cultures. interest and spark

their imagination.”

Paula Reinikkala,

Finland 
This educational material should contain three parts:

(see Annex 4)

1. An audiovisual presentation of the World Heritage site for secondary school pupils

2. A teacher’s manual comprising pedagogical guidelines on use of audiovisual presentations following

interactive, multidisciplinary approaches, in both curricular and extra-curricular activities.

3. Reference material for pupils containing the text of the World Heritage Convention,its selectioncriteria

and other practical information or even a version of the Convention for the young people.

 



“Virtual models bring uscloser to

the reality of heritage because they are

able to represent color and texture,

and can reconstitute human

environments.”

Prof. José Antonio Fernandez Ruiz,
Spain

There can be manylayers to World Heritage sites — hid-

den evidence of interactions with other cultures, which

are no longer apparent on the surface. Using a virtual

presentation of the Almohade Mosque and the Patio del

Crucero in Seville, Prof Jose A.F. Ruiz, an architect at the

School of Architecture in Granada, Spain, showed how

Islamic architecture laid the foundation for the subse-

quent Andalusian planning and architecture which is

visible today. He showed how virtual computer designs

and techniques can be used effectively to help us better

understand historic cities and cultural monuments

throughout the world — how they evolved over time,

influenced by different cultures and civilizations.

Prof. Farea Hassan of Egypt referred to the importantrole

of teachers in promoting World Heritage awareness in

students by, among other things, contributing to the

production of new and effective World Heritage

Education material. She presented the “Manual for

Teachers on the Development of Cultural and Natural

Heritage Awareness among Youth”, which she had

recently prepared. (See Item 7).

Also during one of the working sessions, an ASPnetchil-

dren cartoon series in favour of a culture of peace and

non-violence, produced by Gruppo Alcuni (Italy), was
shownto the participants as an example of how to mobi-

lize young people to express their message of peace and

non-violence in contributing to the International Yearfor

a Culture of Peace. An initiative to organize a contest of

storyboards on “Patrimonito’s World Herirtage

Adventures”, to mark the occasion of the 30" Anniversary

of the Convention concerning the Protection of

the World Cultural and Natural Heritage was proposed

to reinforce the concept of World Heritage Education.

(See Item 7).

 

Outcomes

All participants agreed on the importance of preparing

innovative, multimedia educational materials on one or

two World Heritagesites in their respective countries (see

box). This material would provide a wealth of opportunities

for helping young people reaffirm their identity whilst

learning in-depth about a wide range of places around the

world, and would lead to a better understanding of the

contributions of their own countries to world civilization.

 
Patrimonito was “born” during a workshop at the First World Heritage Youth Forum in Bergen,

Norway, in 1995, by a group ofSpanish-speaking students who wanted to create someone with

whom they could identify. Patrimonito means “small heritage guardian”in Spanish and this

character represents a young heritage helper.
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Country

Brazil

Cuba

Egypt

Ethiopia

Finland

France

Greece

Italy

Lebanon

Mali

Morocco

New Zealand

Norway

Pakistan

Russian Federation

Senegal

South Africa

Spain

Uzbekistan

Yemen

   
Sites

Historic Centre of Salvador de Bahia

Historic Centre of the Town of Olinda

Jesuit Missions of the Guaranis (Argentina and Brazil)

Old Havanaandits Fortifications
Trinidad and the Valley de los Ingenios

Memphis and its Necropolis - the Pyramids Fields from Giza to Dashur

Siwa(not in the WHList)
Bahriya (not in the WHList)

Lower Valley of the Awash

Aksum

Fortress of Suomenlinna

Samarkand (with Uzbekistan)

Royal Saltworks of Arc-et-Senans
Decorated Grottoes of the Vézere Valley

Mystras

Delos

Isole Eolie
Venice and its Lagoon

Archeological Areas of Pompei, Herculaneum, and Torre Annunziata

Baalbek

Tyre

Tripoli (not in the WH List)

Old Town of Djenné

Timbuktu
Cliff of Bandiagara (Land of the Dogons)

Medina of Fez

Medina of Marrakesh

Tongariro National Park
Te Wahipounamu - South West New Zealand

Rock Drawingsof Alta

Bryggen

Fort and Shalamar Gardens in Lahore

Historic Monuments of Novgorod and Surroundings
Kremlin and Red Square, Moscow

Island of Gorée
Djoudj NationalBird Sanctuary

RobbenIsland

ukhahlamba / Drakensberg Park

Palau de la Musica Catalana and the Hospital de Sant Pau, Barcelona

Historic Centre of Cordoba

Alhambra, Generalife and Albayzin, Granada

Historic Centre of Bukhara
Itchan Kala

Sugatra Island (notin the WHList)
Old Walled City of Shibam

 



In order to spark young peoples’ interest, and keep them

interested, it was agreed that the material must be attrac-

tive, entertaining, thought-provoking and action-orien-

ted. The emphasis should be on learning rather than on

teaching. In each country, teachers and students together

should prepare the materials working in close co-operation

with heritage specialists — historians, architects, museum

personnel, and technical experts (specialised in producing

videos, computer graphics, etc.). Although designed with

the classroom in mind, such multi-media material — if well

conceptualized and produced — could also be used bysite

managers, the media (television), the tourist industry, and

others.

The long-term objectives of this innovative educational

material would be to bring about new ways of looking at

the history of humanity, by focusing on the contributions

of different civilizations. In the short term, the material

would make the cultural values and the history ofthesite

better known, both within the country and throughout the

world.

A variety of techniques and media can be used in this

material, including film, photographs, drawings and writ-

ten texts, videos, CD-ROMs and cartoons. The medium that

is chosen should be the most appropriate for presenting the

particular World Heritage site, and also be onethatis easi-

ly available in the country and suitable for exchange with

Associated Schools in other countries.

Item 3: Proposals to reinforce the role

of young people in promoting and

preserving intangible heritage

related to World Heritage sites and

the “Dialogue amongCivilisations”

Background

A UNESCO meeting of experts organized in Turin, in March

2001, defined “oral and intangible heritage” as: “peoples’

learned processes along with the knowledge, skills and

creativity that inform and are developed by them, the pro-

ducts they create, and the resources, spaces and other

aspects of social and natural context necessaryto their sus-

tainability; these processes provide living communities

with a sense of continuity with previous generations and

are important to cultural identity, as well as to the safe-

guarding of cultural diversity and creativity of humanity”.

Oral and intangible heritage includes such wide-ranging

areas as language, traditions, crafts, festivals, art, music,

dance,literature, drama.

The preservation and promotion of oral and intangible

heritage is one of UNESCO’s priorities, and learning more

about the intangible heritage of other cultures is an inte-

gral part of World Heritage Education. At the outset of this

century, marked by rapid change, standardization and the

erosion of identities, emphasis needs to be placed on crea-

tivity, expression and communication. Indeed, the coming

together of different cultures has generated new formsof

expression.

 
Discussion

The discussion on this item focussed on identifying ways to

strengthen appreciation of oral and intangible heritage

through classroom learning, extra-curricular events, spe-

cial initiatives such as summer camps, cultural festivals,

exhibitions, etc., the media (television, radio,film).

Ms NdeyeFall, Director of the UNESCO Office in Amman

(Jordan), situated intangible heritage in a historical

context and explained how the coming together of diffe-

rent cultures has generated new forms of expression. The

emergenceof spirituals, gospel, blues, jazz and rap music

as a result of the transatlantic slave route is one example.

Speaking about introducing intangible heritage into natio-

nal curricula, Mr Moustafa Yaghi, Head of the Science

Division Education Centre for Research and Developmentin

Beirut (Lebanon) suggested involving students in activities
related to crafts and folklore. He also pointed to the need

for teacher training courses and educational materials

on this subject, and stressed the need to mobilize local

communities and involve different institutions within the

In preparing the educational material, the value of country in the promotion of the intangible heritage.

aspects of the intangible heritage connected with

the chosen World Heritage site should be highlighted,

emphasizing the cultural traditions connected with

the site and social events celebrated there and thus

illustrating the notion of “intangible heritage”.

The multiple contributions of peoples andcivilizations

having inhabited the site should be broughtout.

UNESCO Consultant, Elena Léger
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Masterpieces of oral and intangible heritage

On 18 May 2002 UNESCO's Director-General Koichiro Matsuura proclaimed

the first 19 masterpieces of oral and intangible heritage, as follows:

Asia and
the Pacific

Kunqu opera (China); Kutiyattam Sanskrit theatre (India); Nogaku theatre (Japan);

Royal ancestralrite and ritual music in Jongmyo shrine (Korea); the Hudhud chants

of the Ifugao (Philippines); the cultural space of the Boysun District (Uzbekistan).

Theoral heritage of Gelede, (Benin, supported by Nigeria and Togo); the Gbofe of

Africa Afounkaha: the Music of the transverse trumpets of the Tagbana community (Céte

d’lvoire); the cultural space of Sosso Bala in Niagassola (Guinea).

Arab States The cultural space of Djamaael-Fna Square (Morocco).

The mystery play of Elche (Spain); Georgian polyphonic singing (Georgia); the

Furope Sicilian puppet theatre, opera dei pupi (Italy), cross crafting and its symbolism in

Lithuania; the cultural space and oral culture of the Semeiskie (Russian Federation).

Latin America
and the
Caribbean

The language, dances and music of the Garifuna (Belize), supported by Honduras

and Nicaragua); the Oruro Carnival (Bolivia); the cultural space of the Brotherhood of

the Holy Spirit of the Congosof Villa Mella (Dominican Republic); the oral heritage

and cultural manifestations of the Zapara People (Ecuador and Peru).

Although South Africa only signed the World Heritage

Convention in 1997, there are already four South African

sites on the World Heritage List. South African schools have

been actively engaged in World Heritage Education and the

promotionof intangible heritage. Ms ZodwaTsajwa, ASPnet

National Co-ordinator, at the South African National

Commission for UNESCO told of the successful exchange

that had taken place between schools in Johannesburg and

Graz (Austria) on the the theme: “A clever world holds
hands.”

Involve youth — also non-school youth —

in the collection of the oral and intangible

heritage around the World Heritage sites —

the stories, beliefs, songs, games —

in order to demystify and de-

demonizethesites.

Mr Adama Moussa Traoré, ASPnet National Co-ordinator in

Bamako (Mali) underlined someof the important aspectsof
intangible heritage, especially the values which are inheri-

ted through family bloodlines and kinship, and spoke

about the protection of language.

Outcomes

Participants proposed a numberof ways that the intangi-

ble heritage could be promoted amongst young people,

including: production of new educational material, role-

play activities which could, for example, recreate traditional

social events, such as processions, ceremonies and festi-

vals, and extra-curricular activities such as excursions to

nearby places of interest, youth summer camps, cultural

festivals and exhibitions.

One of the proposals presented by Zodwa
“The use of national languagesin the schools is one way of

giving value to these languages, which are gradually giving

way to French; andalso of preserving them.It is a factor

in the acquisition of knowledge.”

Tsajwa, South Africa

Adama Moussa Traoré, Mali



Item 4: Inter-regional ASPnet Discussion
. . ° Introducing this discussion item, Ms Eman Qara’een,

flagship projects and elaboration of ASPnetRegional Advisor, UNESCOOffice in Amman (Jordan)
guidelines for launching/reinforce- underlined the need for dialogue in today’s world, at
ment of ASPnet schools World national and internationallevels. She suggested that com-

. . oe mon guidelines include intercultural youth festivals and

Heritage Education school twinning dialogue, youth skills development and training workshops

dialogue initiatives at World Heritage sites, production of audiovisual mate-
rials, etc.

Background

ASPnet has several successful on-going Flagship Projects,

including the Baltic Sea Project, the Caribbean Sea Project

and the Western Mediterranean Project, which focus on

both the protection of the environment and intercultural

learning; «Breaking the Silence»: a project on the causes

and consequences of the transatlantic slave trade; and, of

course, the World Heritage Education Project. At the

"The challenge is to broaden the spectrum andto orient the

dialogue, not only towardsthehistoric past but also towards

the present and future, so that it becomes an instrumentof

Intemational Conference of Education (Geneva, September transformation, a yardstick for peace and tolerance, a vehicle

2001), an informal meeting was held between the National for diversity and pluralism,especially in culture, with the
Commissions of European and Arab States on closer co- ultimate aim of furthering the common good.”
operation including projects to facilitate and enhance

exchanges and contacts between young people, teachers Source: Report by the Director-General on the execution of the
and specialists. Further, the external evaluation report pre-

pared by English Heritage also referred to: “Many teachers

working on the World Heritage Project felt isolated and

hence the need for twinning of schools ... involving young

people of different areas in dialogue with others, both in

their own countries and internationally.” Ms Cecilia Preziuso, ASPnet National Co-ordinator in Rome
(Italy) emphasized the need for training courses at the
national level and greater co-operation between teachersat

twinned schools.

programme adopted by the General Conference: United Nations

Year of Dialogue among Civilizations.

“Students rarely understand the essenceof a

monument, the total reality that it represents...

withoutthe help of someone wholives in

the country or even at the monument. That’s why

I would propose twinning students from regions far

away from each other.”

Proposal by Cecilia Preziuso, Italy

Senegal is taking part in two major ASPnet Flagship

Projects: «Breaking the Silence», a project on the causes and

consequencesof the transatlantic slave trade (TST) and the
World Heritage Education project, both of which contribu-

te to forging intercultural dialogue. Mr Gora Kane, National

Inspector of Education in Senegal noted the interrelations-

hips between the two projects and noted that a numberof

places of memory related to the TST are on the World

Heritage List (Gorée Island and St Louis, both in Senegal).

View of the Nile in Aswan

   

  

    
   

“Everyone recognizes that the setting up of educational

partnerships between ASPnet schools is essential. This goal

could be achieved through appropriate technologicaltools,

including informatics.”

Gora Kane, Senegal
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Ms Marie-Paule Belmas, ASPnet National Co-ordinator,

Paris (France) described how participation in the TST
project has enhanced effective twinning and linkages

between schools in metropolitan France andits territories in

Guadeloupe, Martinique, La Reunion, etc. She explained

how education promoting the intangible heritage can play

a vital role in helping young people learn about the past

to understand the present. She referred to the importance

of promoting crafts, and how it can help to promote

sustainable development and a better balanced world

trade situation.

Mr Mohammed El Allali, of the Ministry of Culture and

Communication in Rabat (Morocco) spoke about the
importance of using local resources in promoting the

tangible and intangible heritage. He said that new formsof

intercultural learning are encouraged to enhance the role

of heritage in supporting coexistence between different

civilizations in a climate of mutual respect and in accor-

dance with the principle of international understanding,

a culture of peace andtolerance.

Ms Martha Mengesha Weajo, ASPnet National Co-ordinator

in Addis Ababa (Ethiopia) spoke about the active ASP
network in her country, where some 400 students have

been trained in a variety of heritage issues: religion,

archaeology, anthropology and tourism. She suggested

a new ASPnet Flagship Project concerning the return of

cultural properties to their countries of origin, in which

ASPnet students could prepare and publish lists of their

cultural properties abroad.

“We as catalysts of change shall promote UNESCO’sideals

through educating young people on the valuesof tolerance

and peace,listening to others ... with an open heart andspirit

in order to live together in unity and peace. Wein general need

to promote and advance education for understanding.”

Martha Mengesha, Ethiopia

“Heritage should be viewed from the anthropological

standpoint, and through the bondsthatlink

the young generations with their ancient ancestors,

links that have bearings on customs and ways

of life, in a subconscious way.”

MohammedEl Allali, Morocco

Three new ASPnetflagship projects

The Trans-Ocean Project: This project seeks to promote the concept of dialogue among

civilizations in countries in different parts of the world. A creative, participatory approachis

called for, including reciprocal visits and exchanges among youngpeople in the participating

countries. Proposed activities include international youth festivals, youth skills development

training, and workshops at World Heritage sites (with courses on restoration,crafts,

communications).

The Silk Road Project: It was noted that there is a great need for information abouttheSilk

Road and clear definition of what the “Silk Road’ actually is. This project will encourage

collaboration at a local level between schools, museums, universities, etc. and promote

networking and sharing of information through a website for the Silk Road Project as well as

printed material. Proposed activities include sub-regional Silk Road meetings to ensure close

collaboration between the countries and to encourage the exchange of information,

an international caravan of young people from ASPnet schools to travel along the Silk Road,

as well as research andteachertraining.

The Mediterranean Project: This Project aimsto raise the awareness of students and increase

co-operation between ASPnetschools in different Mediterranean countries on World Heritage

issues. Suggested themesfor twinning include: return of cultural properties to the countries

of origin and threats to World Heritage sites. Suggested activities include the production of

materials, training courses, festivals and student workshops.



The participants formed three workshops to elaborate new

Flagship Projects.

Outcomes

During the workshops, three new ASPnet flagship projects

were elaborated: The Trans-Ocean Project; the Silk Road; and

the Mediterranean Project. In fact, all three ASPnet World

Heritage Dialogue Routes have the same two objectives:

(I) to promote the conceptof dialogue amongcivilizations
through a better understanding and analysis of the univer-

sal value of World Heritage sites, past and present intangi-

ble cultural heritage and foreign language learning;

and (II) to promote, through education, an awareness of
the positive value of cultural diversity and to improve

both curriculum design and teacher education in this field.

(See Annex 3 for full descriptions of these three projects).

Item 5: The role of museums

in furthering and supporting

World Heritage Education and

Dialogue amongCivilizations

Background

Museums are important places for mobilizing young

people in support of World Heritage, as they link the past

with the present.

Discussion

Participants emphasized the role of museumsin the deve-

lopment and enhancementof a country’s civilization and

as an important support for World Heritage Education.

Mr Osama Abel-Warth, Director of the Nubia Museum in

Aswan (Egypt) underlined the role of museumsin preser-
ving and promoting a country’s civilizations. He noted that

a museum is a tool to mobilize young people asit is an evi-

dence of the heritage linking the past with the present. He

suggested organizing exhibitions on World Heritage on the

local and national levels and producing educational mate-

rials that will raise teachers’ awareness on the subject.

Following the inscription of Old Havana on the World

Heritage List, the development of museums in Cuba took

off. Mr Victor Marin, Vice- Director of the National Centre for

Conservation and Museology, Havana (Cuba) gave a pre-
sentation on the Cuban World Heritage sites and noted that

World Heritage Education activities in ASPnet schools had

an impactatall levels in Cuba — from elementary schools to

universities, and in varied contexts — from classroom tea-

ching to the use of NICT and the broadcast of educational

programmesontelevision.

Mr Antonio José Aguilera Montalvo, Specialist in

Preservation and Restoration of Cutlural Heritage, Rio de

Janeiro (Brazil) underlined the need to develop in young
people the sense of ownership of their country’s heritage.
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He noted how museumsare important for collection and

presentation of artefacts related to the people wholive near

them, thus raising awareness and appreciation among

local youth. He stressed the existence of two differentlevels

in society’s relationship with cultural heritage: reason and

affection. Thus, heritage education must pursue not only

scientific knowledge but musttry as well to rekindle appre-

ciation of workmanship.

“,.. two sides of the samecoin: reason and affection. Thefirst one

drives us towards the acquisition of knowledge, comprehension

and understanding, while the second oneis rooted in personal

experiences and feelings.”

Antonio José Aguilera Montalvo, Brazil

Outcomes

It was suggested that more exhibitions be organized on

local and national levels on World Heritage and that tea-

chers and museum personnel collaborate in strengthening

World Heritage Education. Suggestions were also made

regarding the visibility of heritage signs in museums and

references to World Heritage at World Heritage sites, which

should be used to establish a first connection and identifi-

cation with the site.

In the Egyptian teachers’ manual (see item 7), there is a
chapter devoted to using museums for teaching about

heritage. It notes that the first museum was built in

Alexandria by Ptolemy | in 290 BC.

“The ASPnet Schoolin Plaza Vieja is

teaching heritage preservation matters,

combining current educationalcurricula

with visits to the sites, museum

activities, research and discussions

on the subject.”
Victor Marin, Cuba
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Item 6: Celebration of the

30" Anniversary of the adoption

of the Convention concerning the

Protection of the World Cultural

and Natural Heritage

(16 November 1972-2002)

Background

A numberof events have been organized around the world

to mark the 30" Anniversary of the adoption of the World

Heritage Convention. One of the major events is the

International Congressof Experts "Shared Legacy, Common

Responsibility”, to be held in Venice from 14-16 November

2002, organized by UNESCO, in co-operation with the

governmentofItaly. The Congress will provide the oppor-

tunity for international experts to reflect on some of the

main issues, achievements and challenges related to the

protection of World Heritage. The UNESCO Special Project

devoted to World Heritage Education is one of the topics to

be presented at the Congress.

A workshop will be organized in Treviso, in co-operation

with the Gruppo Alcuniof Italy, in which participants will

discuss and elaborate how best to enhance “Involving

Young People in World Heritage Preservation and

Promotion”. Their proposals will then be presented at the

Venice Congress.

Discussion

Ms Vesna Vujicic-Lugassy, of the UNESCO World Heritage

Centre, Paris (France) presented the main issues related to

the 30" Anniversary of the adoption of the World Heritage

Convention, highlighting the Convention’s successes as

well as the difficulties and challenges it was facing. In

particular, she referred to the development of a Global

Strategy for a Balanced and Representative World Heritage

List, which is aimed at making the List more inclusive of

sites reflecting the world’s cultural and natural diversity.

She emphasized the role of local communities, especially

young people, in preserving the world’s heritage, and drew

attention to Article 27 of the Convention which encourages

States Parties to develop educational and information

programmesfor raising public awareness. (See Annex Io).

Article 27:

1. The States Parties to this Convention shall endeavourbyall appropriate means, and in

 

Ms Elizabeth Khawajkie, UNESCO ASPnet Intemational Co-

ordinator, Paris (France) told of two recent examples of
young people’s participation in World Heritage activities:

the International World Heritage Youth Forum (Karlskrona,

Sweden, September2001) and the International Workshop

on World Heritage Education (Helsinki, Finland, December

2001). She stressed the need to make the World Heritage

emblem better known through better signage at sites and

through a more consistent use in publications. She also

evoked the possibility of setting up a “Students’ Manifesto

in support of World Heritage”, which could be prepared by

students and encourage them to commit to World Heritage

protection. She suggested that young people could elabo-

rate a set of ten priorities for action through education to

promote World Heritage protection, applicable not only

during the year of celebrations for the Convention’s 30"

Anniversary, but also in years to come.

Outcome

The discussion brought forth a number of proposals and

recommendations for celebrating the 30" Anniversary of

the adoption of the World Heritage Convention. Several

participants spoke in favour of establishing special World

Heritage Days, at the national and international level,

possibly linked to other existing events. They also

brought up the idea of issuing World Heritage stamps, as

well as printing greeting cards, bookmarks and other

promotional material. They suggested that entrance to

World Heritage sites could be free on 16 November, and

special promotional activities could be held on that day

in the national and international media. The idea of

organizing caravans to and around World Heritagesites

wasvery well received.

 
particular by educational and information programmes,to strengthen appreciation and

respect by their peoples of the cultural and natural heritage defined in Articles 1 and 2

of the Convention.

2. They shall undertake to keep the public broadly informed of the dangers threatening

this heritage and of the activities carried on in pursuanceof this Convention.

  



 

Patrimonito’s World Heritage Adventures

During oneof the working sessions (Item 2) an ASPnet cartoon series in favourof a culture

of peace and non-violence “CIAK Cartoons 2000” was shownto the participants as an example

of how to mobilize young people to express their message of peace and non-violence in

contributing to the International Year for Culture of Peace. The project wasjointly organized

by the Gruppo Alcuniof Italy, UNESCO Associated Schools Project Network (ASPnet) and the

International Council for Cinema, Television and Audiovisual Communication (CICT). At the
workingsession all participants agreed that World Heritage cartoons by young people would

be a powerful tool to convey World Heritage messages to other young people.

Therefore, an initiative to organize a contest of storyboards ‘Patrimonito's World Heritage

Adventures’ to mark the occasion of the 30" Anniversary of the Convention concerning the

Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage was proposed to reinforce the World

Heritage Education concept. Theinitiative will be one of the main follow-upsto this

Conference. Interested countries represented at the Conferencewill be asked to select schools

to join the contest. The students will prepare a storyboard on a selected World Heritagesite in

their country and send the storyboard for eventual selection to UNESCO and Gruppo Alcuniof

Italy, who will produce a cartoon based on the storyboard.

The selected storyboard(s) will be presented in a cartoon format both at the International

Workshop on “Mobilizing Youth for World Heritage”, Treviso, Italy, 13-15 November 2002, and

during a Special Presentation at the International World Heritage Congress in Venice,Italy

on 16 November2002.

The main objective of this initiative is to further involve young people in reflecting on impor-

tant issues of World Heritage and to mobilize them to contribute to the promotion and preser-

vation of World Heritage. As a new innovative educational resource material, this cartoon will

be used to sensitize and mobilize young students on the importance of World Heritage sites. It

will be disseminated to a large number of ASPnet schools and their students in many countries

worldwide and will hopefully be diffused by the media (TV) to reach a wider audience.

Item 7: Strengthening pre-service

and in-service teacher training in

favour of World Heritage Education

and the role of teachers regarding

the use of UNESCO’s kit “World

Heritage in Young Hands”

Background

Teachertraining is vital in order to enable the integration

and mainstreaming of World Heritage Education in

school curricula. The external evaluators of the Project

emphasized that teacher training and the inclusion of

heritage issues in school curricula has to go hand-

in-hand and suggested the “cascade model”of training

the trainers. They proposed that: “A small number

(depending on size of country and geographical spread

of schools) of teachers, heritage professionals, curricu-

lum advisers should be given adequate training to a

specified standard and they will become national key

trainers. The training they are given should be compre-

hensive and should include the development of teacher

training methods and skills, methods of World Heritage

Education and an understanding of the overall curricu-

lum context of their own country.”

Discussion

MsSourayaEl Atroush, Director General, Departmentfor In-

service Training, Ministry of Education, Cairo (Egypt) spoke
of the Egyptian experience in using the World Heritage

educational resource kit as a componentin teachertraining

programmes and in developing Egypt's World Heritage

Teacher training manual, which has already been mentio-

ned. She suggested that the kit be developed in different

formats, such as videos, CD-ROMs, PowerPoint presenta-

tions, and should target different ages of students.

Referring to the activities of ASPnet schools at the national

level in launching the World Heritage Education Project,

MrFekri Abdel Fattah, Director Generalfor Foreign Cultural

Relations and ASPnet National Co-ordinator, Ministry of

Education, Cairo (Egypt) emphasized the importance of
sensitizing the students to heritage issues and enhancing

their sense of ownership.
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Ms Rahima Jalal, Zobaida Jalal Girls High School and

memberof the Female Education Trust in Pakistan, referred

to their experience in launching a project. She presented

slides of selected sites in Pakistan that were used to raise

awareness of students to their cultural and natural

heritage.

 

Ms Eugenia Livada, an ASPnet teacher from Greece gave a

presentation on the different World Heritage Education

activities — performances, concerts, exhibitions, dance,

CD-ROMs, magazines, etc. — in her country.

Mr Stig Bjershol, Assistant Professor, Vefold University

College, Troms@ (Norway) spoke on teacher training and
World Heritage Education in Norway. He referred to the

reform that had been introduced to the educational system

in Norway, which included both cultural and natural

heritage, and cut across different disciplines.

“The core curriculum is linked to seven sets

of values that contribute to shaping the whole

personality ... the spiritual human being,

the creative human being andtheliberally-

educated humanbeing.”

Stig Bjorshol, Norway

Ms Monica Ardemagni, Project Manager, Advocacy

Programme, International Centre for the Study of the

Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM),
Rome(Italy) stressed the fragility of heritage and the
necessity to include it in the curricula.

Egypt, the host country to the Conference, has prepared

a teacher training manual, which could serve as a source

of reflection for further elaboration by other countries.

Ms Farea Hassan, Professor at Ain-Shams University, Cairo

(Egypt) presented participants with an English summary
version of the manual.

A Manualfor Teachers on

The Developmentof Cultural and

Natural Heritage Awareness

among Youth

Cultural dialogue and interactivity between

countries helps countries and peoples realize

that they all live on the same planet. The teachers

manual prepared by Egyptian teachertrainers offers

teachers detailed guidelines for encouraging dialogue

and interactions amongyoung people through

heritage teaching, and proposes activities that

could be used in the classroom and out.

It outlines the stagesyoung people go through

in gaining awareness of World Heritage -

in their own countries and around the world,

and touches on topical implications of heritage

awareness, such as working against environmental

deterioration through protecting natural reserves.

Since the aim of heritage education is to help young

people develop knowledge, skills, attitudes and values

related to the conservation of heritage, the manual

emphasizes the need to sustain students’ interest in

activities such as field trips and role-playing.

 
Outcomes

Many countries expressed their interest in further elabo-

rating on work began in Egypt when producing a teacher

training manual in support of World Heritage Education

for international dissemination under the auspices

of UNESCO.



   
Mr Gaballah Ali Gaballah, Secretary-General, Supreme

Council of Antiquities, Egypt, on behalf of the host

country, thanked the participants for their active part in

the discussions and for the fruitful outcome of the

Conference. Ms Mervat Omar, Secretary-General of

the Egyptian National Commission, presented the best

wishes from her National Commission for UNESCO to the

participants and for a safe return to their countries.

Dr. Mohamed El-Deek, Director, UNESCO/Cairo Office

thanked the organizers and participants of the

Conference for their hard work, and emphasized

the value of a “holistic approach” to curricula, which

would integrate various dimensions of the culture

of peace and allow “individuals to live together in a

world of pluralism and diversity.” (see Annex 7).

Conference Outcomes

By the end of the Conference, after nearly a week of panel discussions,

workshopsandfield trips, participants agreed on a numberof concrete
actions, including:

e@ elaborating guidelines for developing innovative, multimedia edu-
cational material on World Heritage Education;

@ producing a teacher training manual in support of World Heritage

Education;

@ undertaking a series of international ASPnet twinning route initiatives
(see Annex 3);

@ identifying ways to observe the 30" Anniversary of the World Heritage

Convention.

Atthe close of the meeting, participants adopted the following “Call for

Action” was elaborated by a drafting group from thefive regions of the
world and approved byall participating countries. The drafting group

consists of Ms Farea Hassan (Egypt), Mr Rob Roney (New Zealand),
Mr Michel Rabaud (France), Mr Diallo Massaér (Senegal) and Ms Maria

de Lourdes Parreiras Horta (Brazil), (see pages 6 and 7).
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Cairo

Students from three ASPnet schools in Cairo —

Heliopolis Secondary School for Girls, Oun Heliopolis

Language School and Future Language School —

presented their activities relating to the

World Heritage Education Project,

which include:visits to sites and

museum; ASPnetarts exhibitions,

songs, folk dancing; music

and poems.
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World Heritage site of Philae
This magnificent archaeological area came under

threat due to the building of the Aswan Dam. Thanks

to an International Campaign launched and led by

UNESCO from 1960 to 1980, the Philae temples were

dismantled and reassembled at a nearby higher

island called Agilkia. In 1980 the Philae temples

were open once again for public. Philae was

inscribed on the World HeritageList in 1979 as

part of the Nubian Monuments from

Abu Simbelto Philae.

     

  

     

To reach these extraordinary temples, Conference

participants embarked on a short boattrip, just in

time to watch t n set downin the waters ofthe Nile.

Cairo
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Abu Simbel

The decision to build the Aswan High Dam in

Egypt, which would flood the valley containing

the Abu Simbel temples, a treasure of ancient

Egyptian civilization, aroused particular

international concern. In 1959, after an

appeal from the governments of Egypt

and Sudan, UNESCO decided to launch an

international campaign. Archaeological

researchin the areas to be flooded was

accelerated. The Abu Simbel and Philae

temples were dismantled moved to dry ground

and reassembled. Before day break the Conference

Caravan participants set out to admire the Abu Simbel

temples.

   
   

Aswan, in Upper Egypt, was an ideal place for experts on cultural heritage to gather.

The visit to this extraordinary and uniquesite left participants with a strong and unforgettable

impression of the magic powerof the Egyptian gods.

Aswan
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Annexe|

Programme

Programme International Conference

on ''World Heritage in Young Hands -

a Dialogue among Civilizations’

6 - 12 February 2002

Welcome and information session

Mévenpik Hotel, Cairo

Departure to Aswan

Lunch

Inauguration of the Conference

Welcomespeeches

Opening of the exhibition of ASPnet

schools in Aswan, Egypt

Item |:

The Role of World Heritage Education in fostering

“Dialogue amongstcivilizations” contents,

methods, new innovative educational

resource material.

Item 2:

Elaboration of Guidelines for the Preparation

of New Educational Material on Selected World

Heritage Sites as “touchstonesof civilization”

Coffee break

Working groups on Item 2

|. English

2. French

3. Mixed languages (Eng., Fr., Ar.)

Lunch

Reporting by rapporteurs

Item 3:
Proposals to reinforce the role of young people

in promoting and preserving intangible heritage

related to World Heritage sites and the

“Dialogue amongstCivilizations”.

Visit to Philae Temples and Sound & Light show

Egypt

UNESCO,Paris

Egypt

UNESCO,Paris

Aswan authorities

Egypt
Russian Federation

Uzbekistan

New Zealand

UNESCO Consultant

Finland

Spain

Egypt

Lebanon

South Africa

Mali

  

Ms Mervat Omar

MsElizabeth Khawajkie

Ms Mervat Omar

MsElizabeth Khawajkie

Dr MohammedEl Deek

Prof Gaballah Ali Gaballah

Gen. Samir Youssef

Govemor of Aswan

Ms Farea Hassan

Mr Youri Pochta

Mr Doniyolbek Boltaboev

Mr Rob Roney

MsElena C. Léger

Ms Paula Reinikkala

Mr José Antonio

Fernandez Ruiz

Ms Farea Hassan

Dr Mustafa K. Yaghi

Ms ZodwaTsajwa

Mr Adama Moussa Traore

 



 

Item 4:

Interregional ASPnet Flagship Projects and

formulation of plans for conducting Interregional

ASPnetFlagship Projects on World Heritage Education

and the “Dialogue amongCivilizations”

Working groups on Item 4

|. Atlantic Ocean

2. Mediterranean

3. Silk Road

Lunch

Reporting by rapporteurs

Item 5:

The role of museumsin furthering and supporting

World Heritage Education, and “Dialogue among

Civilizations”

Down-towntour to Aswan

Visit to Abu Simbel

Lunch

Item 6:

Celebration of the 30th Anniversary of the adoption

of the Convention on the Protection of the World

Cultural and Natural Heritage

(16 November 1972-2002)

Departure to Cairo

Visit to the Pyramids

Presentation of activities and achievements

ASPnet schools in Egypt

Venue: Shepheards Hotel, Cairo

Item 7 :

Strengthening pre-service and in-service teacher

training in favour of World Heritage Education and

the role of teachers regarding the use of UNESCO's

Kit World Heritage in Young Hands.

Nile Cruise Dinner

Closing session

Presentation of recommendations

and adoption of final report

Lunchin the Diplomatic Club, Cairo,

hosted by Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Egypt

UNESCO

Amman Office

Italy

Senegal

France

Morocco

Ethiopia

Egypt

Cuba

Brazil

UNESCO Paris

Egypt

Egypt

Pakistan

Greece

Norway

ICCROM

 

Ms Eman Qara‘een

MsCecilia Preziuso

Mr Gora Kane

Ms Marie-Paule Belmas

Mr MohammedEl Allali

Ms Martha Mengesha

Mr Osama Abdel El-Warth

Mr Victor Marin

Mr Antonio José Aguilera

Montalvo

Ms Vesna Vujicic-Lugassy

MsElizabeth Khawajkie

|. Heliopolis Secondary

Schoolfor girls

2. Oun Heliopolis Language

School

3. Future Language School

Ms SourayaEl Atroush

MrFekri Abdel Fattah

Ms RahimaJalal

Ms Eugenia Livada

MrStig Bjorshol

Ms Monica Ardemagni
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Brazil

Ms Vera Costa Gissoni

ASPnet National Co-ordinator

Av. Santa Cruz, 1631 CEP.: 21.710-250

Realengo - Rio de Janeiro - Brazil

Tel: +55 21 2406 7709 / +55 21 2431 1961

cel. +55 21 99823603

Fax: + 55 21 2401 9696

e-mail: vera@castelobranco.br

Ms Maria de Lourdes Parreiras Horta
Director of the Imperial Museum /

National Historical and Artistic

Heritage Institute

Ministry of Culture

Museum Imperial - Rua da Imperatriz,

220 CEP.: 25610-320,

Petropolis - RJ - Brazil

Tel/ fax: +55 24 237 8000

e-mail: mlhorta®@museuimperial.gov.br

or gabinete@museuimperial.gov.br

Mr Antonio José Aguilera Montalvo
Specialist in Preservation and

Restoration of Cultural Heritage

Address: Rua Jodo Afonso, 21 apto 104-

CEP.: 22.261-040

Humaita - Rio de Janeiro - Brazil

Tel : +55 21 226 1413

cel. 99124582 Com. +55 21 262 0758

Fax: + 55 21 263 371

e-mail: joseaguileradyahoo.com

Cuba

My Nilson Acosta Reyes

Vice-president

Consejo Nacional de Patrimonio

Cultural para el tema de Patrimonio

Mundial

C/o Consejo Nacional de Patrimonio

Cultural

Calle 4 esquina a 13

Ciudad de La Habana, CubaC.P. 1400

Tel: 537 551982 or Fax 537 66 21 06

e-mail: patrim@min.cult.cu

Mr Ismael Santos Abreu
Professor of Pedagogical University

“Felix Varela”

Carretera de Circunvalacion y Haleza,

Sta Clara, Villa Clara, Cuba cp 50100

Tel: 53 422 206139

e-mail: rector®varela.esivic.co.cu

Myr Victor Marin
Vice-director National Centerfor

Conservation and Museology

Professor of the UNESCO Catedra

Convento de Santa Clara, Cuba 610

HabanaVieja loloo

Tel: 537 613 779 OY Fax 537 335696

e-mail: vmarin@cencrem.cult.cu

Egypt
(See Egyptian Delegation)
Dr Gaballah Ali Gaballah
Head of Supreme Council of Antiquities

Ms Mervat Omar

Secretary General

Egyptian National Commission for

UNESCO

Annex 2

List of Participants
Dr Souraya El Atroush
Director of Training

Ministry of Education

Dy Fareaa Hassan

Professor of Curricula

Ain ShamsUniversity, Cairo

My Fekri Abdel Fattah
Director General for the Foreign Cultural

Relations

ASPnet Coordinator

Ministry of Education

Ethiopia

Ms Martha Mengesha

Deputy Secretary General

ASPnet National Co-ordinator

Ethiopian National Agency for UNESCO

P.O. Box 2996

Tel. 25115655 42/55 25 19

Fax: 2511550299 / 251155 1655

Mr Mohammed Abubeker

Social Science Panel

Institute for Curriculum Development

and Research

Addis Ababa

Tel. 55 20 00/56 18 50 or Fax: 2511 550 299

C/o: Ethiopian National Agency for

UNESCO

My Bekele Abebaw
Head of Cultural Affairs Department

Ministry of Youth, Sport and Culture

P. O. Box 1907, Addis Ababa

Tel : 2515305 18/15 19 04

Fax : 251151 28 89

Finland

Ms Mayjo Autio-Hiltunen

Lecturer

University of Jyvaskyla.

Seminaarinkatu 15, FIN — 40100

Jyvaskyla

Tel : 358 14 260 17 86 or

Fax : 358 14 260 17 Ol

e-mail : marjoaut@edu.jyu.fi

My Pekka Elo

Senior Adviser

National Board of Education

P. O. Box 380, FIN- 00531 Helsinki

Tel : 358.977 47 72 15 or Fax : 358 977
47 78 23 e-mail : pekka.elo@oph.fi

Ms Paula Reinikkala

Teacher

MA Maunula Senior Secondary School

Terhotie 3A, FIN- 04260 Kerava

Tel : 358 50 346 95 O1 or

Fax : 358 9 724 36 48

e-mail : paula. reinikkala@kolumbus.fi

France

Ms Marie-Paule Truel Belmas

ASPnet National Co-ordinator

French National Commission for UNESCO

57 Bd des Invalides 75700 Paris 07 SP

Tel: 01 53 69 3005 / 06 66947575

Fax : 01 53 69 32 23

e-mail:

marie-paule.belmas@diplomatie.fr

Mr Michel Rabaud
Professor agrégé
Advisor to developmentand territorial

action

Ministry of Culture

2 rue Jean Lantier, 75001 Paris

Tel: 01 40 15 78 49 OF Fax: 01 40 15 78 78

e-mail: michel. rabaud@culture.gouv.fr

Greece

Ms Stavroula Skoura Thiriou
Teacher detachedat the Ministry of

Education

Ministry of National Education and

Religious Affairs

12 MetropoleosStreet, 10185 Athens,

Greece

Tel : 003 O10 32 10 669 or

Fax : 003 O10 32 21 521

e-mail : des-c@ypepth.gr

Ms Eugenia Livada
Teacher, 14th Secondary School of

Perisreri

Ministry of Education and Religous

Affairs

Kyprou and D. Folopouloustr 12133

Peristeri, Greece

Tel : 003 (010) 57 43 748 OF

Fax : 57 85155

e-mail : gi4per@otenet.gr

Ms Sophie Zachariadou
Education Advisor

Permanent Delegation of Greece to

UNESCO

Tel : 01 45 68 30 13 / 829820

Fax: O1 43 06 00 30

Italy

Ms Francesca Bocchi
President of Heritage Committee

Italian National Commission for UNESCO

Piazza S$. Giovanni in Monte, 2

40124 - Bologna- Italy

Tel: +39 06 6873723 / 209

e-mail: bocchi_f@biblio.cib. unibo.it

Ms Cecilia Preziuso

ASPnet National Co-ordinator

C/o Italian National Commission for

UNESCO

Piazza Firenze, 27 00186 Roma,Italy

Tél 68 73 723 or Fax 68 73 684

e-mail: cecilia. preziuso@esteri.it

 

Lebanon

Dr Mustafa K. Yaghi

Headof Science Division

Educational Center for Research and

Development

Dekwaneé- B.P.: 55264, Sin-El-Fil -

Beyrouth - Lebanon

Tel: 01 / 683207 or Fax: 01 / 683088

email: ncerd@dm.net.lb

MsHala Soubra Itany
ASPnet National Co-ordinator

Lebanese National Commission for

UNESCO

Palais de I"UNESCO - Beyrouth, Lebanon

Tel: (961 -1) 790491 / 786682 or

Fax: (961) 786 656

e-mail: cnlu@cyberia.net.|b

Mali

Mr Adama Moussa Traoré

ASPnet National Co-ordinator

Division de l’enseignement

fondamental, Direction nationale

Education de base

BP 71 Bamako Mali

Tél: 223 22 25 50 or Fax: 223 23 37 67

e-mail: egadama@hotmail.com

Mr Oumar Dembele
SEA Chargé du suivi

Mali National Commission

for UNESCO

BP 119 Bamako,Mali

Tel: 223 22 25 15 Or Fax: 223 23 37 67

e-mail: unesco@spider.toolnet.org

My Baba Kane
Pedagogical Advisor CAP/ Koro,

Academie de Mopti

Cercle de Koro — Region de Mopti, Mali

Tél. 223 420 337

Morocco

Mr MustaphaYatribi

ASPnet National Co-ordinator

Morocco National Commission

for UNESCO

3, bis Rue Innaouen Agdal,

Rabat — Maroc

Tel : 212 37 68 24 81 or

Fax : 212 37 68 24 81

Ms Rachida Sefiani

Teacher

Ministry of National Education

Lycée Ayoubi, Sale — Maroc, Res. Oum

Hani — Inn. C App. 34, Sale — Maroc

Tél : 037 843191

My MohamedE] Allali

Researcher

Ministry of Culture and

Communication

B.P. 2873 Rabat — Maroc

Tel : 212 06 50 56 265 (mobile)

Fax: 212 37 77 38 89

e-mail: Allalimed@hotmail.com

 



 

New Zealand

MsElizabeth Rose
Secretary-General

New Zealand National Commission

for UNESCO

C/o Ministry of Education - P.O. Box 1666,

Level 4, Vogel Building. Alken Street.

Thorndorm, Wellington, New Zealand

Tel. 644 499 1004 OY Fax: 644 499 1090

e-mail: elizabeth.rose@minedu.govt.nz

Mr Rob Roney

Teacher

Greymouth High School

C/o New Zealand National commission

for UNESCO

6, Frankllin Street, Greymonlh,

New Zealand

Tel : 64 3 768 71 03

e-mail : rroney@minidata.co.nz

Dr Elspeth J.Wingham

World Heritage Officer, UNESCO Pacific

Regional Office

P.O. Box 5766, Matautu PostOffice,

Apia, Samoa

Tel : (685) 24 276 or Fax (685) 22 253

e-mail: elspeth@unesco.org.ws

or elspeth®wetlandsnz.co.nz

Norway

Ms Mari Hareide
Secretary-General

Norwegian UNESCO — Commission

P. O. Box 1507 Vika, N— o1I7 Oslo

Tel : 47 23 23 75 62 OY Fax: 47 23 23.7575

e-mail : mari.hareide@unesco.no

MrStig Bjershol

Assistant Professor

Vestfold University College

P.O. Box 2243, N-3103 Tonsberg

Tel : 47 33 03 14 49 OY Fax: 47 33 03 13 00

e-mail : Stig. bjorshol@hive.no

Mr Svein Kyrre Hamnes

ASPnet National Co-ordinator

Norwegian UNESCO — Commission

P. O. Box 1507 Vika, N— o1I7 Oslo

Tel : 47 23 23 75 67 OY Fax : 47 23 237575
e-mail : sknh@unesco.no

Pakistan

My Arif Hussain

Deputy Secretary-General/National

ASPnet Co-ordinator

Pakistan National Commission for

UNESCO

Plot — 30, Sector H 8/1, UNESCO House,

Islamabad

Tel : 925 72 25 or Fax: 925 75 19

e-mail : preducation®yahoo.com

Ms RahimaJalal

Principal

ZobaidaJalal Girls High School

and Memberof the Female Education

Trust (Waql)
Soro Mand, Dist Kcech, Baluchistan

Tel : 0865 21 01 15 / 0865 21 02 56

Fax : 0865 21 11 88

Ms Yasmin Cheema
Specialist on UCHH Heritage Conservation

6 Temple Road, Lahore, G. Temple Road

Lahore

Tel : 042 63 04 558/57 15 945 OY Fax:

042 63 O4 558

e-mail: cheema32@nexlinx. net.pkx

Russian Federation

Mr Serguei Flugov

Chairperson of the Committee for youth

in Novgorod Administration

Velikiy Novgorod,ul. Velikaya 9/3

Tel : 00 7 813 22 74 004
Fax : 00 7 816 22 72 342

e-mail : sport@mail.natm.ru

My Youri Pochta
Professor, Chair for Social Philosophy

Russian University of People’s Friendship

Moscow, Vorotnikovskiy pereulok, 2/11/67

Tel : 007 095 29 94 357 OF
Fax : 007 095 434 32 66

e-mail : pochta@mail.rudn.rssi.ru

Mr Valeri Sakharov
Senior counsellor

Russian National Commission for UNESCO

National co-ordinator of programmes
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Annex 3

Flagship Twinning Route Projects

I, Mediterranean project

Representatives from (10) countries:

1, Lebanon

. Spain

- Egypt
. Morocco

. New Zealand

. Ethiopia

Mali

. Senegal

. Norway

lo. Greece
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Main Discussion

The main themeof the discussion wasto elabo-

rate “a new interregional World Heritage

Education Twinning Dialogue initiative of

ASPnet schools”. After the discussion the parti-

cipants agreed on the following:

Overall objective

To raise the awareness of students and increase

the cooperation between ASPnet schools in

different region in issues on World Heritage.

Proposed Actions

Suggested themesfor twinning

|. selected World Heritagesites

2. intangible heritage

3. return of cultural properties to the

countries of origin

4. cultural diversity

5. threats to the World Heritagesites

Participating members

4, schools from each country (2 primary schools

and 2 secondary school from rural and urban

areas)

Beneficiaries

The ASPnet schools in the Mediterranean region

and the members of the above mentioned

countries which attended this working session.

Expected partners for twinning

Universities

Mass media

Suggested activities

* Exchange of brochure, videotapes andfilms

on World Heritage site as well as CD-ROM on

intangible heritage

* Training courses onthis initiative

* Organizefestivals and workshops for students

* Produce and distribute publication specified

to this twinning initiative

* Teach foreign languages

Proposed calendar

Duration of the project is two years from

2002 - 2003

2002 / February UNESCO should provi-
de the guidelines for

this initiative

2003 / March Representatives of

the above mentioned

countries should

submit to UNESCO the

list of participating

schools

April Start of implementa-

tion of the project

Monitoring and

Evaluation

Funding resources

1. UNESCO

2. National Commissions for UNESCO

3. ASPnet schools

4. Local community

Responsibilities for the project

* Each country select one co-ordinator,this

could be the ASPnet National Co-ordinator

* The National Commission will be the medium

* UNESCO Amman Office could be the focal

pointof this initiative.

 



II. Silk Road

Representatives from (9) countries
1. Egypt

2. Finland

3. Italy

1. Mali

5. New Zealand

6. Norway

7. Pakistan

8. Senegal

9. Uzbekistan

Main Discussion

It was immediately noted in the group that thereis

a great need for information and clear definition

of what the ’Silk Road” actuallyis.

Proposed Actions

Preliminary methodology

N

First of all, reference material and a substantial

bibliography has to be assembled. This material

should coverall fields of human activity connected

to the "Silk Road”, e.g. medicine, science, commer-

ce, trade, intangible heritage (dance, song, drama,

etc.), and of course World Heritage sites. Collecting

this material should be donein close collaboration

with museumsand professionals within thefields

concerned, and it should be good and easily acces-

sible information for use IN schools BY students.

. Together with the information material, PRACTICAL

guidelines for the participating schools have to be

elaborated.

. UNESCO hasto identify regional and/or national

co-ordinators. The co-ordintators in their turn have

to identify active schools that are willing to join in

the project, and also select one schoolin each

country to serve as a national network co-ordinator

(this school should be advancedin the use of NICT).

Suggested meansto reach the objectives

Local collaboration between schools, museums,

universities, etc., should be encouraged.

. A web-site for the Silk Road Project should

be established for better networking, where

information of the various World Heritage Sites

could be presented, andfacilitate interactive online

dialogue among the participating countries.

A web-site is also important in order to share

information with other schools in other regions

not taking part in the project.

. However, in addition to online information, printed

material (such as flyers) have to be provided to
schools that are not connected to Internet.

. For schools that are online, there should be

organised video-conferencing to discuss

the topics of the project.

 

5. For schools in distant areas far from a relevant

World Heritage site, quest lecturers could be used.

6. UNESCO should provide correct and updated

information and data for the project (on the
web-site). Also, a mapof the Silk Road (such as
the one already madefor the Slave Route Project)

should be made. This map could eventually

be a world mapwithall the ASPnet interregional

Flagship Projects included.
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7. Simplified versions of writings by the great

travellers (such as Marco Polo) could be produced
or translated if already existing. To start with, a

bibliography of such books should be assembled in

all countries (not necessarily only the ones directly

connectedto the Silk Road), and be widely

distributed with the resource material.

8. To ensure the visibility of such a important project,

the mass-media must be involved whenever

possible and suitable. In this respect, an activity

was suggested that could enhanceinternational

media coverage:
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Suggested activities

1. Sub-regionalSilk Road meetings should be organi-

sed for exchangeof information andideas, and to

ensure close collaboration between coutries.

2. An international caravan of children from ASPnet

schools that travel along the Silk Road.

3. The project should consist of parts such as research,

teachertraining, and a goal should be that teaching

aboutthevarious aspects (historical, national, inter-

national, consequences,etc.) are included in

national school curricula.

Funding resources

It was agreed in the working group that the project

planning should foresee the visibility of implementa-

tion, therefore identification of sponsors is necessary.

Start of implementation

Furthermore,it was suggested to start the project

implementation in one of the countries along

the silk road.
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Further remarks
The working group suggests that the suggestions above

are integrated in the draft documentfor Item 6.

Furthermore, that these proposals are included in

the final appeal from this conference, in order to start

the urgentidentification of suitable sponsors.
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Flagship Twinning Route Projects

Representatives from
(14) countries

1. Brazil

2. Cuba

3. Egypt
4. Ethiopia
5. France
6.Italy
7. Mali

8. Morocco
9. New Zealand

10. Norway

11. Senegal
12. South Africa

13. Spain

14. Uzbekistan

Main Discussion
Overall objectives
*To promote the concept of dialogue
among civilizations through better
understanding and analysis of univer-
sal value of world heritage sites, past
and present intangible cultural heri-
tage and foreign language leaming
and

*To promote through education aware-
ness of the positive value of cultural
diversity and to improve both curricu-
lum design and teacher education.

The following topics for study were
agreed:
1. World Heritage sites representing
“touchstonesofcivilizations”.

2. Protection / promotion of intangible
cultural heritage.

. Recognition of cultural diversity.

. Foreign languagelearning, recognize
the value of learning several langua-
ges and notjust one or two “global”
languages.

. Protection of the environment/sustai-
nable development.

6. It was proposed that human rights
should be an integral dimensionofall
five themes.
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Proposed Actions
Suggested methodology

* Need for interdisciplinary approach.
*Need for participatory methods
(record data, collect info, collect
mail, analysis, reporting,...etc.).

* Creative approach to involving art
work, drama, role play, music,
..-etc).

* Use of new information technologies.
* Recognize thatnotall schools have
technology.

*Request a firm commitment to
participate in twining.

*Countries with resources should
share with countries with little
access to new information techno-
logy to enhance the twining
process.

Annex 3

III. Trans-Ocean Project

The need for reciprocal visits and
exchanges was emphasized.

It was agreed that there was nothing
better than being able to come together
and that technology cannot substitute
personal contact.

It was therefore necessary for all partici-
pating schools to find minimum resour-
ces for this project by doing their own
fund raising or finding sponsors and
donors. One way to reduce costs could
be to organize home stays and family
visits. It was also mentioned that the G 8
countries are committed to educational
twining which could provide a source of
financing.

Suggestedactivities
Participants endorsed the following
international activities to be organized
within context of the project:
* Intercultural youth festivals.
*Youth skills development training,
workshops at World Heritage sites
including courses on restoration,
crafts, communications, new technolo-
gy, production of audiovisual aids
including CD Rom’s, photography,
videos.

*Role playing, games.
* Involving the media e.g. making radio
programs, television clips, electronic
newsletter, ...etc.

Discovery boxes
It was suggested that each school pro-
duce a box containing cultural objects
and artifacts reflecting the past and the
present. Each schoolwill send a discove-
ry box to the other twinned schools in
order to learn more about each others’
culture.

Practical suggestions for the
implementation of the project
All twelve countries will identify three
Associated Schools which will be fully
committed to twining with the other
schools in the project, therefore, there
will be a total of thirty-six schools in the
project.

  
   

One country will be identified as the
international co-ordinator for the pro-
ject for the first year (2002) and the co-
ordination will be continued on a rota-
tion basis. The co-ordinator will setup a
databank forall of the schools.

Each country will
1. Select one World Heritage site for
in-depth study.

2. Identify three schools (1 urban,1 rural &
| semi-urban).

. Establish a national focal point.
. Ensure that schools have access to
minimum technology.

. Target age range of students (14 - 16
years old).

. Each school will set up five thematic
workshops and start to contact the
other twinned schools on-line.

7. Each school will have 3 other twinned
partners in 3 other continents thereby,
they will be 9 mini networks in the
project.
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Proposed calendar
2002
End of March
Send to UNESCO — Paris.
List of 3 schools identified to take parts
in project.
Nameof national focal point.
Indicate World Heritage site.
Identify international co-ordinator for
the project.
April, May & June
Introduce andset up project in schools.
End of June
Send progress report to international co-
ordinator.
International co-ordinatorwill decide on
twining arrangements and inform
schools accordingly.
July - December
Implementation of twining project.
2003
Organize international event involving
at least one teacher and one student
from each school.
Assess and plan continuation of project.

Funding resources
= Countries should try to find their

ownresources for the project and
solidarity should be promoted

& Countries can submit requests to
the UNESCO World Heritage Centre
for International Assistance under
the World Heritage Fund for an
amount between US $ 5,000 and
10,000

= Other donors should be contacted
such as: NORAD,...etc.

 



 

Annex 4

Ms Elena Catarini Léger
UNESCO Consultant

Guidelines for the preparation of new educational materials on

World Heritagesites as touchstonesofcivilizations.

Background
Results of the pilot projects on the classroom-use of the kit “World Heritage in

young hands” and recommendations on the World Heritage Education Special

Project made by external evaluators in January 2002, agreed on the need to

launch the the second phaseproject focusing on a more regional approach

to the cultural heritage and proposed to produce a new series of multimedia

innovative educational resource material on national cultural sites, selected as

World Heritagesites.

In presenting discussion item Il, Mrs. Elena Cattarini Leger, UNESCO Consultant,

pointed out the importance of the World Heritage Convention which since 1972

until today, has highlighted 721 sites spread all over the world, selected on a

national basis, representing our commoncultural and natural Heritage and the

touchstones of ourcivilization. She indicated also that on the threshold of the

2 century, facing the globalisation process that is affecting all cultures, we

should foster “Civilization of universal values” enriched with our diversities.

Seen from this angle, the word “civilisation” expresses a phenomenonthatis

universal, plural, non-hierarchical and interactive.

In this perspective each countryis invited to prepare educational material on a

national cultural site, selected in the World Heritage List and this educational

material must be both intercultural and identity-oriented.

Since World Heritage sites are the “touchstones of our universal civilization”,

such material prepared by each nation will enable young people to better

understand his own and other's countrycivilization as well as the interaction of

civilizations and cultures. These contributions from all parts of the world to

illustrate our universal civilization will develop the appreciation of other cultu-

res, respect for diversity, fostering as well solidarity, peace and non-violence.

The aim, therefore,is to reinterpret the history of World Heritagesites in the light

of these considerations and develop cultural exchange among young people.

She presented and suggested some general guidelines for the preparation of

new educational material on World Heritage sites selected as touchstones of

civilizations in order to develop the dialogue amongcivilizations.

This educational material will contain three parts:

* An audiovisual presentation of the cultural site for secondary schoolpupils

* A teacher's manual comprising pedagogical guidelines on use of audiovisual

presentations following interactive, multidisciplinary approaches, in both

curricular and extra-curricularactivities.

* Reference material for pupils containing the text of the World Heritage

Convention,its selection criteria and other practical information or even a

version of the Convention for the young people.

She furthermore referred to the objectives, contents, methods, techniques

media and issues related to the production of the material. She also indicated

some examples of World Heritage sites in different regions as touchstones of

civilizations.

She pointed out that the long term objectives of this educational material

should aim: to bring about a new attitude towards the history of humanity

focusing on the contributions of different civilizationstoit, to create awareness

of the fragility of the site registered on the World Heritage List and to develop a

joint and shared sense of responsibility for the protection and enhancementof

this site and stimulate the dialogue among cultures.

The short-term objectiveswill aim to make better knownthecultural values and

the history of the site between national and international young people; to

develop educationalactivities and intercultural exchange projects, using the

example of the intercultural roads between countries and continents.

In this perspective the World Heritage sites selected to serve as educational

material for young people mustillustrate major milestones in the universal his-

tory of humankind or bear evidence of the intensity of the exchanges and

encounters that have fashioned humanhistory.

The contents of this educational materialwill illustrate the culturalsite, indi-

cate its cultural and social role in the region, highlight its formal and artistic

aspects, illustrate the history of the site, its relations with the history of the

region or regions, underlining the cultural values that characterise it and make

it unique.

Presenting the sites that are situated at the crossroads or exhibit an important

interchange of human values, contents should focus those aspects that demons-

trate the meeting of cultures that have followed and penetrated each other, thus

creating the cultural symbioses that have shaped the history ofthe site.

She invited to choose the World Heritagesites that constitute a reference in the

history ofcivilisations,orillustrate the cultural interactions.A selection of these

sites, listed in chronological order, is presented in a tentative list (Annex 2);

some represent the touchstonesin thehistory of man, others are situated on the

major migration or navigation routes and have already been studied in the

UNESCO “Cultural Roads”projects. Such projects includetheSilk Roads between

Europe and Asia, the Iron Roadsin Africa, the Slave Routes, the Baroque World

or the Jesuits between Europe and the Americas, and the Routesof al-Andalus

between North Africa, Spain and South America.

Also in this respect, it should be recalled that criterion (ii) for inclusion on the

World HeritageList states that the site must exhibit an important interchange of

human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on

developmentsin architecture or technology, monumentalarts, town-planning;

Presenting the methodsit was indicated that:

A. The educational material must propose an interdisciplinary approach

that goes beyondthe frameworkofa single schooldiscipline and shows

how elements of culture arefelt in all areas of a person’s life, ranging

from agriculture to trade, thinking or music and can be developed in

all schooldisciplines.

~ It was also suggested that a play-oriented approach be developed in

an enjoyable fashion for children, that they ask questions rather than

acceptfixed principles; it should capture the children’s attention with

tiddles or guessing games.

a . Curricular and extracurricularactivities should be extended towards an

intercultural dialogue that emphasises equality between cultures and

the wealth that comes with intercultural hybridisation, with a view to a

history of humanity made of the contributionsofall civilisations.

D. For their presentation, those in charge of the educational material can

draw inspiration from the lo criteria used for inclusion of sites on the

World HeritageList.

When selecting techniques and media for the educational material, it was

stressed that specialists from each country will use the audio-visual medium

that they consider the most appropriate for presenting their chosen World

Heritage site, and that is also most easily available in their country and most

suitable for developing exchanges with Associated Schools in other countries.

A. Films, audio-visual arrangements with photos, drawings and written texts,

videos, CD-ROMs and cartoonsareall acceptable.

Each person in charge of the educational material will decide on the

duration of the audio-visual presentation, as long asit is no shorter than

I5 minutes and no longer than 52 minutes.

 



 

Annex 5

Ms Mervat Omar
Secretary-General of the Egyptian National Commission

for UNESCO

Opening remarks

Ms Elizabeth Khawajkie, International Co-ordinator,

UNESCO Associated Schools Project,

General Samir Youssef, Governor ofAswan,

Prof. Dr. Gaballah Ali Gaballah, Head of the Egyptian
Supreme Council ofAntiquities,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is a great pleasure and honour to inaugurate with

this gathering of distinguished persons the proceedings of
the “International Conference of World Heritage in Young
Hands - Dialogue Amongst Civilizations” organized by

the Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO, in collabo-

ration with UNESCO, the World Heritage Centre, ASP Net,

Division for Promotion of Quality Education and in close
co-operation with the Egyptian Ministries of Culture and

Education.

it is my pleasure too to present here the greetings of H.E.
Prof. Dr. Mofeid Shehab Minister of Higher Education and
Scientific Research and Head of the Egyptian National
Commission for UNESCO and his best wishes for all parti-
cipants and UNESCO officials for a fruitful work and
successful meeting.

| welcome youall to the land of Egypt — the land ofcivili-
zations and ancient history. Egypt is always proud of

being the first nation to recognize writing and recording,

as our grand ancestors had recorded their activities and
the details of their daily lives on the walls and pillars of
the temples and obelisks. Thus presenting them as huge

architectural newspapers informing through drawings the

ideas, traditions, habits, poems and even the wisdom of

Manin the early stages of humanity.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Each country has its own cultural and natural heritage

that deserves preservation for future generations; the
great China Wall, the Acropolis in Greece, Taj Mahal in
India, Philae in Aswan, Cartage in Tunis and many others

throughout the world.

These monuments are authentic, of a unique universal

value as regards the historic, cultural, artistic and scien-

tific aspects. They represent human products that reflect

the various life styles of certain people in particular

epochs of their history.

As these cultural properties are considered the heritage of

mankind and humanity, peoples of the world have agreed

for its preservation and restoration in 1972 when Member-
States have signed the Convention concerning the
Protection of World Cultural and Natural Heritage, thus
confirming their commitment towards the preservation of
cultural properties that are highly esteemed on the world

level.

May | recall here that the international movementfor the

preservation of World Heritage had been launched by

UNESCO during the sixties to safeguard Philae and Abu
Simbel Temples in Upper Egypt. About 50 states had parti-

cipated in this International Campaign, which still exists

within UNESCO as a sign for its high appreciation to the
value of monuments, through its goals and tasks have

been altered to the establishment of the Nubian Museum

which is holding the sessions of this Conference as well as
Cairo Museum.

All of us here, attendants of this Conference have a noble
commitment as regards the safeguards of our cultural
properties. We are able to realize this and achieve marve-

lous results through developing and promoting public

awareness, and particularly the youth, in order to streng-

then natural appreciation and exchange among cultures

as well as deepen the dialogue among peoples. We, as

representatives of various human civilizations have to

stick to our cultural identities. Communities usually differ
in their traditions, features and historyyet they all appro-

ve that civilization targets the welfare of all humanity.

Through exchange, co-operation and establishing cultural

relations based on equality, respect and continuous dialo-

gue, we are able to draw the integrated picture of the

comprehensive human culture. Without the unique contri-

bution of each nation, this picture would have remained

incomplete.

This International Conference is one of the milestones that
represent UNESCO's activities implemented in the field of
the reservation and safeguard of cultural heritage in col-
laboration with WHC and ICCROM.

| welcome you again to the land of Egypt and | am certain

we can elaborate a comprehensive project for increasing
awareness for the safeguard of international cultural
heritage that will be ofgreat importance.

Last but not least | extend my deep thanks to UNESCO for

selecting Egypt for holding this Conference. | also like to
express my thanks to General Samir Youssef, Governor of
Aswan for his participation in this inauguration. My

appreciation goes to Prof. Dr. Gaballah Ali Gaballah and
Dr, Kamal Barakat for their efforts to facilitate the
carrying out of the activities of the participants and their
stay in Cairo.

| wish you happy stay in Egypt and to the Conference all

the success.

Thank you.
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Ms Elizabeth Khawajkie
UNESCO Representative and ASPnet International Co-ordinator

Paris, France

Opening remarks

Honorable Governor ofAswan, Mr Samir Youssif

Distinguished Secretary-General, Egyptian National Commission

for UNESCO, Ms Mervat Omar

Distinguished President of the High Council of Antiquities in the

Republic of Egypt, Mr Gaballah Ali Gaballah

Distinguished, Director, UNESCO Cairo Office, Mr El-Deek

Distinguished Participants,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Last year we were at the dawn of a new millennium,filled with new
hopes and expectations that our 21° century would be sparedthe hor-

rors and tragedies of the past. It was the United Nations Year of
Dialogue amongstCivilisations andthefirstyear ofthe United Nations

Decade for a Culture of Peace and non-Violence for the Children of the
World. We hadjust celebrated the InternationalYearfor the Culture of

Peace during which millions ofpeople signed the UNESCO Manifesto for

Peace and well being for the peoples of the world.

In spite of many continuing injustices, the scourge of poverty, the

scandal of some onebillion illiterates in the world, the status of

women still largely ignored and in some cases inexistent, the wide-
ning economic and digital divide, we had hoped that peace would

finally become a reality and not remain just a mere inspiration. And

then overnight, a new form of warfare emerged, and struck swiftly

with unprecedented violence, hatred and destruction. What happe-

ned to the dialogue we had set out to ensure? The peace we had
hoped would prevail?

Our world civilisation is like a mosaic composed of many cultures -
each one unique, has its own specificity. If one piece of this univer-
sal composition is missing, ignored, or destroyed, our mosaic is no

longer complete — it is impoverished and impaired. The wealth of our
world resides it its rich diversity. But we have to understand its

value, comprehend how it enriches us and how wecan benefit from
it. If peace is to be preserved we need a constructive and constant

intercultural dialogue and a deep understanding andappreciation of
each other.

In our quest for real andlasting peace, a significant step was taken,
thirty years ago in 1972 with the adoption of the World Heritage

Convention. The old adage that ‘the whole is greater than the sum of
its parts’ embodies the underlying principle of this Convention: that

by joining together, individual countries can better safeguard our
world’s outstanding cultural and natural heritage for future gene-
rations. Since its adoption, with 167 States Parties and 721 cultural

and natural sites inscribed on the World Heritage List, the
Convention has become the most important international legal
instrumentfor the protection of heritage. Its Article 27 draws speci-

fic attention to the important role of education and consequently

young people. During this Year of30" Anniversary of the Convention,
our Conference is of special importance as it dwells on the most

important tool that humanity has for preserving its heritage: dialo-
gue and understanding...

! personally have great belief and confidence in today’s young
people, who as we know will soon become tomorrow’s decision-

makers. They are our only hope and ourbest investmentfor the futu-

re, but they need our support andthe best possible education, which
we can provide them.

Like some ofyou, | have been very fortunate to have been part of the

launching and conduct of the UNESCOSpecial Project “Young People’s
Participation in World Heritage Preservation and Promotion”. Like

you | have seen hundreds ofyoung people who have been transfor-
med into “Patrimonitos” - young World Heritage guardians. They

have developed a keen awareness of the importance of their local,
national and World Heritage, their own identity has been reaffirmed

in the turbulent wakeofglobalisation, they adhereto unity in diver-
sity. By taking part in a wide rangeofactivities they understand the

outstanding universal value of World Heritage sites and the impor-

tance of the application of the World Heritage Convention. Young

people are creative, imaginative and talented and World Heritage

Education gives them many opportunities to take pride in, safeguard
and develop furthertheir intangible and oralheritage.

Thanks to the pioneering efforts of the UNESCO Associated Schools in
your countries, here in Egypt and elsewhere, UNESCO was able to
produce the Education Resource Kit “World Heritage in Young Hands”

which now exists in some twelve different language versions and
many others are underway. Thanks to some ten World Heritage

youth Fora held in all parts of the world from China to Peru, from

Norway to Zimbabwe, from Morocco to Japan, from Croatia to
Australia and from Senegal to Sweden, young Patrimonitos have
learned from each other, they have embarkedin rich and meaning-

ful intercultural dialogues and have helped to pave the way for a
future based on respect for diversity including bio-diversity, an
appreciation of differences and mutualsharing andsolidarity.

Two months ago, it is significant to recall that in inaugurating the

25" Session of the World Heritage Committee, the President of

Finland, a lady, Ms Halonen, spoke out in favour of the Young

People’s World Heritage Project. She declared and | quote “In child-

ren andyoung people, we have the key to a future society where cul-
tural tolerance and respect for differences shall come true. Family

primarily transmits traditions, but school also has a great responsi-
bility for passing heritage in all its forms. Schools lay the foundation

for an appreciation of culture and for tolerance...in this respect | see

great potential in the World Heritage Education project initiated by
UNESCO. It deserves ourstrong support.”

World Heritage Education contributes directly to reinforcing the four
pillars of learning for the 21° century [: to know, to do, to be and to
live together,] and | believe that is why it deserves our commitment

and resources.

For example, the first pillar “learning to know”: we should keep in
mind World Heritage is an on-going process. World Heritage sites are

constantly being threatened by pollution, urbanisation, mass tou-
rism, natural disasters, indifference, ignorance, wars and conflicts,

which call for urgent solutions. It is vital that young people learn
more aboutthe fragility and vulnerability of World Heritagesites so
they can take an active part in the search of solutions and their

application. Furthermore, as we know the World Heritage List is not
a static process, everyyear moresites are inscribed on the List andit

becomes a partoflife long learning and fulfilment.

As we Rnow the world is rapidly changing andyoung people need to

“learn to do”, the second pillar of learning, and acquire new skills to
enable them to play meaningful roles in their societies and in the

world. They need to learn to communicate better and in several

 



  

   

    languages. They need research and analytic skills, they need to learn

to preserve, conserve and to prevent deterioration of local and World
Heritage sites. The first UNESCO World Heritage Skills Development

Course will be held for young people in the Arab States next month
in Petra, Jordan, and is organised by our UNESCO Office in Amman,

the Jordanian Authorities and ICCROM.

World Heritage Education has much to contribute to the third pillar
“learning to be”as it requires a new codeof ethics based on univer-

sal values such as mutual respect, tolerance, social inclusion, solida-

rity and equality. We cannot content ourselves with reaching stu-
dents, we mustalso reach out to the unreached. Last summerBelize
in the Caribbean organised the First very successful “World Heritage

SummerCourse for Disadvantaged Youth” at the World Heritage bar-
rier reef site.

As we know, knowledge does not always lead to wisdom and doing
does not always lead to peaceful acts. In spite of so much accumu-

lated knowledge and know how, wehavestill not learned the essen-
tial - we have notyet learned how tolive together in peace andin

dignity with each other and with our environment. World Heritage

Education strengthensthis fourth pillar and helps to translateit into
reality. That is why we need so badly and urgently to mainstream

World Heritage Education in the curricula and in classroom teaching
in all countries. The Minister of Cuba has just informed us of his

intention to introduce and mainstream World Heritage Education in
the secondary school cycle and we hope other countries will follow
his example in order to improve the quality and relevance of educa-

tion for the XXIst Century.

We have just accomplished an in-depth evaluation of the Young
People’s Project which was conducted by external evaluators from
English Heritage (United Kingdom) and you have received a copy of
their main recommendations in which they emphasise the conside-

rable success and potential of the Project.

As we now enter phase two of the Project by planning this

International Conference andin light of the external assessment, we
propose to focus, during the next two years, on four main areas:

- Translations, adaptations of the World Heritage Education kit and

mainstreaming of World Heritage Education in secondary school

education andefforts to adapt it to elementary schools:

+ Preparation and production of a series of new educational resour-

ce material on World Heritagesites as “touchstonesofcivilization”,

+ More systematic school twinning along dialogue routes in promo-
tion of World Heritage and the intangible heritage, mutual respect

and an intercultural dialogue, linking East and West, the countries
surrounding the Mediterranean Sea and thosein the Atlantic world;

* Both pre-service and in-service training of teachers and the

production of an international World Heritage Education teacher
training manual.

Ourhost country, Egypt, has already conducted some valuable work
in preparing a teachers’ World Heritage Education guide which | find

to be inspiring and constructive and | am sure we can all benefit and

contribute towardsits finalisation and world wideuse.

As | underlined at the outset ofmy presentation, you andyour coun-

tries were amongst the leading pioneers of World Heritage Education
and we continue to need you as the new architects for the next

phase of this vital project. You all have much to contribute at this
critical time in the history of humanity. No time should belost, no

means should be spared. Today’s young people deserve the best

quality education we can provide as outlined in the Dakar

Framework forAction for Education for All so that they can live toge-

ther in a peaceful world, to live in dignity, to take pride in their
origins, in the accomplishments of their ancestors and to benefit

from the rich diversity of our world, to grow up in a climate of
caring, sharing and of mutualtrust and respect and to continue to

explore their rich heritage locally and globally. By learning about
the past, young people can better understand the present, prevent
former tragedies from reoccurring and build together a truly peace-

ful and harmonious future.

In thinking of our World Heritage and Universal Civilization, our

thoughts often turn to Egypt which has given us so much and over

such a long period of time. In the fields ofscience, technology, mathe-
matics, astronomy, medicine, art, music, philosophy, architecture,

poetry, literature Egypt has given us and continues to give us sucha
legacy, of refinement, of wisdom, andof inspiration.

On behalf of UNESCO, | should like to express our deep appreciation
to the Egyptian Authorities for having accepted to host this impor-

tant Conference and for their warm and generous hospitality. |

thank Her Excellency, Ambassador Omar and Permanent Delegate to
UNESCO for facilitating it. | thank the Distinguished Secretary-
General, Ms Mervat Omar, Egyptian National Commission for

UNESCO, for the excellent planning, preparations, and impressive
programme. | thank all of the Distinguished Egyptian experts and

partners, Dr Gaballah, President of High Council of Antiquities,
Dr Soraya El-Atrosh, Director General Department for In-Service

Training, Dr Fareea Solyman, Faculty of Education, Ain Shams

University, My Fikry Adbel Fattah, ASPnet National Coordinator,
Dr Osama Abid Alwarth, Director of the Nubian Museum, and many

others for making available to us such fine venue, facilities and
inspiring debates.

On behalfof UNESCO, | thank each and everyoneofyou,distinguished

experts, coming from the five continents, for accepting our invitation
to take part not only in the Conference but also in its follow-up.

| invite our Norwegian Delegation to transmit our deep gratitude to

the Norwegian Agency for Development Co-operation (NORAD) for

its staunch support of the Project and for making our Conference
possible.

I thank my fellow UNESCO colleagues for all of their support and
assistance, Dr. El-Deek, Director of the UNESCO Office in Cairo and
the members of his Office, Madame NdeyeFall, Director, UNESCO

Office, Amman, and her colleague Eman Qara’een and my colleagues
from the World Heritage Centre, Mr. Bandarin, the Director and

represented by his colleagues, Vesna Vujicic-Lugassy and Rosemarie
Oei and our UNESCO consultantElena Léger.

In closing | should like to quote the Director-General of UNESCO, Mr.
Koichiro Matsuura, who recently declared in connection with the

United Nations Year of Cultural Heritage and | quote “....heritage pre-
servation is essential if we are to retain the wealth of ourcultural

diversity and ensure that the world is enriched rather than impove-
rished by globalisation.”

| believe that, thanksto all ofyou, our Conference will prove to bea
major turning point in bringing World Heritage to all young people

world wide.

Thank you foryour attention.
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Mr Mohammed El Deek
Director, UNESCO/Cairo Office

Opening remarks

Excellencies,

General Samir Youssef, Governor ofAswan,
Prof. Gaballah Ali Gaballah, Secretary-General

of Supreme Council ofAntiquities,

Mrs. Mervat Omar, Secretary-General

of the Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO

Mrs. Elizabeth Khawajkie, International Co-ordinator,

Associated Schools Project Network

My Colleagues,

Distinguished Participants,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is both an honour and a pleasure for me to be among

you today in this magnificent city ofAswan, to participa-

te in the opening of the International Conference on World

Heritage in Young Hands - A Dialogue amongst
Civilizations. To all the distinguished participants present

here today | wish fruitful deliberations and a pleasant
sojourn in Egypt.

Indeed the choice of Aswan as seat of this Conference is
most pertinent, as this region occupies a special place in

the history of UNESCO activities in Egypt. You may recall

that almost four years ago, Aswan has witnessed an

unforgettable Ceremony. | am speaking of the Official
Opening of the Nubia Museum on 23 November 1997. This

cultural achievement marked indeed the coronation of the
International Campaign for the Safeguarding of the Nubia
Monuments launched in 1960, which has given a new lease

of life to unique treasures of the cultural heritage of man-
kind and has placed UNESCO in a very special place in

Egypt.

In fact our present Conference which is organized by
the Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO and
jointly with the Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities

and UNESCO World Heritage Centre and the Associated

Schools Project Network, is an example of a fruitful multi-
disciplinary approach linking education to culture and,

lam sure, that it will also be followed by future joint
activities tackling topics of crucial importance to ourera.

In fact there are so important that the United Nations
have designated 2001 as the year of “Dialogue amongst
Civilizations”. The main topics of our working sessions
which deal with the role of World Heritage Education in

fostering a dialogue amongstcivilizations, the elaboration
of guidelines for the preparation of educational material
on some world heritage sites, and proposals to reinforce

the role of young people in promoting and preserving

intangible heritage, plans for interregional projects on

world heritage education and the role of museums in
furthering world heritage education, to name some of
the most significant, will certainly attract the attention
of the community at large and the recommendationsofits
Conference will be given the attention it deserves.

In this context the theme of “Youth and Culture Heritage”,

addressingyouth the adults and the leaders of tomorrow,
will certainly stress the need for youth to be taught early

of the importance of new waysofliving together based on
tolerance, generosity and respect of humanrights and not
on violence and oppression, and eventslike this Conference

will certainly help foster these ideals.

In line with theseideas, in fact already threeyears ago the

UNESCO/Cairo Office has adopted them and put them into
practice by organizing, in this lovely city ofAswan a trai-

ning workshop on “Raising awareness on cultural heri-

tage” in close partnership with the Egyptian Ministry of

Culture and other international institutions. | must say

that this workshop was extremely successful and has

attracted people from various walks of life and notably
students, educators, archaeologists and others. They even

encouraged us to organize a second training workshop on

raising awareness on the importance of museums and of
introducing this topic in school’s curricula.

Moreover | must recall here that Prof. Koichiro Matsuura,

Director-General of UNESCO, has stressed the importance

of dialogue in the preservation of diversity, and therefore
of cultural pluralism. He has also declared that dialogue

has become an “instrument of transformation, a way for
tolerance and peace to thrive, a vehicle for diversity and

pluralism”. | believe that this Conference will indeed help

in putting into practice these precious guidelines.

Excellencies,

Distinguished Guests,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

Before concluding may | express my thanks and apprecia-

tion to our distinguished partners: HE the Governor

of Aswan, the Egyptian National Commission for UNESCO
and the Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities;

Prof. Gaballah Ali Gaballah, Dr. Barakat and Mr. Ousama

and of course to our distinguished colleagues from the
Education and Cultural Sectors at Headquarters whose

joint efforts and close collaboration have made this event
possible.

| wish you all success in your deliberations

Thank you for your attention.
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Maj. General Samir Youssef
Aswan Governor

Opening remarks

Participants of the Conference,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Welcome to the magnificent land of Aswan, the cradle of
old civilization. It also symbolizes the human collabora-

tion for the preservation of world heritage. | welcome you
all in the name ofAswancitizens and | thank youfor invi-
ting me to attend the inauguration of this important

Conference.

We appreciate very much UNESCO efforts started since
1994 for raising the awareness of concerned people and
thinkers who tackle the issue of heritage with special

emphasis on youth.

Youth are ourstrategic target, we are addressingyouth as

they are the future decision-makers who will bear the
responsibility of preserving world heritage for future
generations.

We all agree that each nation has its own distinguished
heritage that it is always proud of, and is keen to preser-

ve. UNESCO has dedicatedits efforts to address this issue

Annex 9

Mr Mohammed El Deek
Director, UNESCO/Cairo Office

Closing remarks

Excellencies,

Distinguished Participants,

Ladies and Gentlemen,

May | start my address by saying how much | was impres-

sed by this encounter and by the very innovative and

constructive presentations/deliberations made during
your sessions. | believe that the topic of World Heritage

in Young Hands - A Dialogue among Civilizations needed

to be tackled with all the seriousness you have all devoted

to it.

In fact, the main thrust ofyour interdisciplinary approach

of culture and education jointly conducted by the

Associated Schools Project Network and the World

Heritage Centre, has been the strengthening of historical

and contemporary processes that are conducive to a

favourable convergence of cultures through the discovery
of a common heritage and shared values. As a scientist |

may remindyou that a similar experience took place since

among its priorities, which target intensifying Dialogue

among Civilizations. Hence we have the Convention
concerning the Protection of World Cultural and Natural
Heritage signed in 1972 by many Member States. We also
appreciate that UNESCO's efforts address the education
and participation of youth besides governments and

concerned institutions.

| admit that we are proud that UNESCO has chosen Egypt

for holding this conference, thus emphasizing its historic
role through the different civilizations and the valueofits
cultural heritage borne on the boarders of the Nile.

We - Aswan citizens- the southern gate of Egypt which

leads to Africa are proud of our ancestors and their heri-
tage and weare looking forward to the promising future.
Aswan does not only represent the past. It is a great city

with its present developmental projects, its human and

natural resources, as well as its ambitions for the future.

At the end ofmy speech | address my deep thanksto the par-

ticipants, the representatives of the concerned ministries,

and my best wishes to your conference and to all ofyou.

 

the end ofSecond World War when a concern for the pre-
servation of the environment entailed a profound change
in attitudes. An international approach was adopted by

science and education sectors and Environmental

Education saw the light and has become a pattern in our

lives. We hence could follow a similar path in the field of
culture and education.

Indeed, several issues will weigh heavily on the future of
education in the next 20 years. Thefirst issue will be the
constant updating of teachers’ skills at all levels. Also the

quality of education will depend on introducing electronic

networksas tools for assisting learning. Another important

issue will be that of improvement of educational contents
of all disciplines, which requires of devising educational
contexts to take account of the contribution of new forms
of knowledge, particularly in biology and culture.

You think of creating a new curricula in education, butit

will certainly be easier if you could adopt a holistic

 



/ continued

approach to improve current textbooks and curricula on

history and geography and elaborate plans of education

integrating various dimensions of the culture of peace
such as human rights, non-violence, gender equity, inter-

cultural understanding, cultural and linguistic diversity,

in brief learning should encompass values allowing indivi-
duals to live together in a world of pluralism and diversi-

ty. Also, we should find extrabudgetary resources for
developing modern tools such as establishment of web

sites, pictures, films and audiovisual educational mate-

rials which assist teachers in developing countries and

could replace out-of-school activities if the cost of such
activities are prohibitive, in particular in developing and

least developed countries.

 

|, therefore, highly recommend a special website be esta-
blished by the Associated Schools Project Network (ASPnet)
for this new initiative and provide assistance to develo-

ping countries suitable and relevant educational models.

Before concluding, may | express my deep appreciation to

all participants for their presentations, which will cer-

tainly be of use in the elaboration offollow-up and futu-
re actions to be undertaken. Also, may | commend the

excellent preparations of this International Conference

made jointly by the Egyptian National Commission for

UNESCO, the Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities, the

ASPnet and the World Heritage Centre at headquarters.

Thank youall for your kind attention.

| wish you a safe trip back home.

Annex 10

Ms Vesna Vujicic-Lugassy
World Heritage Centre, Paris

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Dear participants,

Dear Egyptian hosts,

First of all 1 would like to share with you the feeling of
having been specially privileged and honoured during this

week since our meeting has started. Honoured to be here,

in the name of UNESCO's World Heritage Centre, to recall
the 30th anniversary of the World Heritage Convention

that we are celebrating this year, and privileged to be able

to do this at the very scene of the origins of the
Convention, its birthplace in some way.

Along with a lot of dedicated work this week, we have also
had the pleasure to admire the Nubian monuments - not

only as jewels of Egyptian heritage - but also as jewels of
the heritage of humankind. Andif they are there today to
be admired, it is thanks to the hands joined from all over
the world to save them from disappearing.

For this is the main purpose of the World Heritage

Convention: to join our efforts and take care together of
the legacy ofour past for the benefit offuture generations.
The Convention defines the kind of sites that can be consi-
deredfor inscription on the World Heritage List. It also sets

out the duties and obligations of its signatories — the

States Parties in identifying potential sites and in protec-

ting and preserving them.

Thirty years after the Convention’s birth, we do not only

want to celebrate and blow the candles on the birthday

cake. We feel that age of reason has been reached and that
time has cometo reflect upon the achievements, the suc-

cesses and the difficulties, and, in a changing world, find
new ways ofgoing forward.

Yes, 167 countries have ratified the Convention, making it

the leading force among legal instruments in heritage pre-

servation, and this is a success. Over 700sites are inscri-

bed on the World Heritage List - one hundred times more

than the “Seven Wonders of the World” with which analo-

gies are still often made - and this is a success. Oris it?

Certainly, on the one hand, the numbertestifies to the

enormous interest expressed by countries to protect their

sites and gain recognition of their most valuable heritage

- natural and cultural. We have heard, also from partici-

pants at this Conference, the pride their peoples feel at
knowing their sites have been recognized for their out-

standing universal value.

On the other hand, does such a large number of sites
inscribed —- and more and more are added each year — not

deflate the importance of the World Heritage List?

The World Heritage Committee, the governing body of the

Convention, has been focussing on this issue since 1994,

when it started developing a Global Strategy aimed at

enriching the World Heritage List, by making it more repre-

sentative and moreinclusive ofsites reflecting the world’s
cultural and natural diversity.

 



Because, among the 721 World Heritage sites there are four

times as many cultural as natural sites; not all cultures

are well represented; the European monumentalarchitec-

ture is predominant, while regions such as the Pacific and

Africa have relatively few sites. Only in recent years has

the perception of whatis eligible as World Heritage chan-

ged, opening the way for the inclusion of cultural lands-
capes; sites with special spiritual meaningfor the commu-

nities that live in them; trade and pilgrimage routes;

industrial sites, etc.

Should a limit be set to the total number of World Heritage

sites to be reached? The answerto this question seems to

be NO, but it has certainly been understood that rapid

growth of the numberofsites does not mean a proportio-
nal increase in resources available for protecting them.

So, we come back to the most important resource we can

count upon: the people living in and aroundthesites, the

tourists visiting them and the managers responsible for
preserving them. If people acquire knowledge aboutsites,

they will care for them, and even better so if, as children
and young people, they have been taught about their

values and importance.

By ratifying the World Heritage Convention, the countries

commit themselves to strengthen their people’s apprecia-

tion of cultural and natural heritage. Article 27 of the
World Heritage Convention clearly calls the States Parties

to develop educational and information programmes

through which the public, and theyoung in particular, can

be informed of the dangers threatening our common heri-
tage and of the actions undertaken to preserveit.

Since the launching of the Youth Project in 1994, so many

contacts and exchanges have been developed between

young people all over the world — contributing to new

links and better understanding of other cultures and a

greater awareness of the need to protect heritage. Which

leads us to the aim of our Conference: Enhance young peo-
ple’s awareness of our heritage through a better aware-

ness of cultural diversity and through dialogue.

And this Conference has a special significance among the
events taking place in this year of the 30th anniversary of

the Convention. It focuses on two issues essential for
UNESCO's mandate: diversity and dialogue. The future of
our heritage depends on the will and the capacities of the

young people — tomorrow’s decision makers — to cherish

the diversity of the world’s heritage through peaceful dia-
logue and mutual understanding.

The 30th anniversary of the Convention is an opportunity

to study new ways forward in accomplishing ourtask. So,

how can you, the participants in this Conference from
twenty countries in all regions of the world, contribute to

find these new ways? There are several possibilities for
this:

 

In Novemberthis year, in Venice in Italy, UNESCO is orga-

nizing an International Congress of Experts entitled

“Common heritage — Shared responsibility”. Experts from

around the world (some 500 participants are expected to

attend) will meet there to discuss the challenges of World
Heritage conservation today and to promote partnerships

which, it is hoped, will trigger off increased support from
both public and private sectors in favourof heritage pro-
tection.

A special presentation on “Involving Young People in World

Heritage Conservation”is planned to be held on the 16th of
November, the very anniversary date of the Convention,

when a panel of 6 to 8 participants (aged anywhere from
is to 95, maybe) will present the achievementsofour pro-

ject and the challenges of World Heritage education.

We would appreciate very much your proposals and ideas

for a most effective use of the 60 minutes that are given
to this importanttopic.

Related to this event, and just before it, we are hoping to

be able to organize a two-days workshop during which a

creative activity, such as the preparation by the young of

a cartoon on World Heritage, could take place and it’s

results be presented at the Panel.

But the organization of the Venice Congress is certainly

not the only means we have in marking the anniversary of

the Convention. What is even more important are the acti-

vities on the national level that your communities and

your pupils can organize in order to promote the protec-

tion of World Heritage.

We would like you, when you go back to your country, to

reflect upon and initiate such activities on the local and
national levels. Activities can vary from preparing and

distributing promotional material on the preservation of

World Heritage sites, to exhibits and to skills-training or
on-site workshops.

Suggestions and recommendations for such activities have

been made at the Karlskrona World Heritage Youth Forum,
held last year in Sweden. | would just like to remind you

that the UNESCO World Heritage Centre provides assistan-

ce to States Parties, both financial - through the World
Heritage Fund - as well as expert advice for developing

on-site promotional and educational activities to raise

public awareness of the Convention.

Finally, thank you all for your precious inputs during our

Conference and for allyour futureefforts in its follow-up.

 



AnnexI!

General Conference adopts Universal
Declaration on Cultural Diversity

“The General Conference,

Committed to the full implementation of the humanrights

and fundamental freedoms proclaimed in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and other universally recogni-

zed legal instruments, such as the two International

Covenants of 1966 relating respectively to civil and political

rights and to economic, social and culturalrights,

Recalling that the Preamble to the Constitution of UNESCO

affirms “that the wide diffusion of culture, and the education

of humanityfor justice and liberty and peace are indispensa-

ble to the dignity of man and constitute a sacred duty which

all the nations mustfulfil in a spirit of mutual assistance and

concern”,

Further recalling Article I of the Constitution, which assigns

to UNESCO among other purposes that of recommending

“such international agreements as may be necessary to pro-

mote the free flow of ideas by word and image”,

Referring to the provisions relating to cultural diversity and

the exercise of cultural rights in the international instru-

ments enacted by UNESCO,1

Reaffirming that culture should be regarded as the set of

distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional

IDENTITY, DIVERSITY AND PLURALISM

Article 1 - Cultural diversity: the common heritage of
humanity

Culture takes diverse forms across time and space. This
diversity is embodied in the uniqueness and plurality of the

identities of the groups and societies making up humankind.
As a source of exchange, innovation andcreativity, cultural

diversity is as necessary for humankind as biodiversity is for
nature. In this sense, it is the common heritage of humanity

and should be recognized and affirmed for the benefit of

present and future generations.

Article 2 - From cultural diversity to cultural pluralism
In our increasingly diverse societies, it is essential to ensure

harmonious interaction among people and groupswith plu-
ral, varied and dynamic cultural identities as well as their

willingness to live together. Policies for the inclusion and
participation of all citizens are guarantees of social cohe-

sion, the vitality of civil society and peace. Thus defined,
cultural pluralism gives policy expression to the reality of

cultural diversity. Indissociable from a democratic frame-

work, cultural pluralism is conducive to cultural exchange
and to the flourishing of creative capacities that sustain

public life.

Article 3 - Cultural diversity as a factor in development
Cultural diversity widens the range of options open to

everyone;it is one of the roots of development, understood
not simply in terms of economic growth, but also as a means

to achieve a moresatisfactory intellectual, emotional, moral

and spiritual existence.

features of society or a social group, and that it encompasses,

in addition to art and literature, lifestyles, ways of living

together, value systems, traditions and beliefs,2

Noting that culture is at the heart of contemporary debates

about identity, social cohesion, and the developmentof a

knowledge-based economy,

Affirming that respect for the diversity of cultures, tolerance,

dialogue and cooperation, in a climate of mutual trust and

understanding are among the best guarantees of internatio-

nal peace andsecurity,

Aspiring to greater solidarity on the basis of recognition of

cultural diversity, of awareness of the unity of humankind,

and of the developmentof intercultural exchanges,

Considering that the process of globalization, facilitated by

the rapid development of new information and communica-

tion technologies, though representing a challenge for cultu-

ral diversity, creates the conditions for renewed dialogue

amongcultures andcivilizations,

Aware of the specific mandate which has been entrusted to

UNESCO, within the United Nations system, to ensure the pre-

servation and promotion of the fruitful diversity of cultures,

Proclaims the following principles and adopts the present

Declaration:

CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND HUMANRIGHTS

Article 4 - Human rights as guarantees of cultural diversity
The defence of cultural diversity is an ethical imperative,

inseparable from respect for human dignity. It implies a
commitment to human rights and fundamental freedoms, in

particular the rights of persons belonging to minorities and
those of indigenous peoples. No one mayinvoke cultural

diversity to infringe upon human rights guaranteed by
international law, nor to limit their scope.

Article 5 - Cultural rights as an enabling environment

for cultural diversity

Cultural rights are an integral part of human rights, which
are universal, indivisible and interdependent. The flouris-

hing of creative diversity requires the full implementation of
cultural rights as defined in Article 27 of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights and in Articles 13 and 15 of the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and cultural

Rights. All persons should therefore be able to express them-
selves and to create and disseminate their work in the lan-

guageof their choice, and particularly in their mother ton-

gue; all persons should be entitled to quality education and
training that fully respect their cultural identity; and all

persons should be able to participate in the cultural life of
their choice and conduct their own cultural practices, sub-

ject to respect for humanrights and fundamental freedoms.

Article 6 — Towardsaccessfor all to cultural diversity
While ensuring the free flow of ideas by word and image care

should be exercised that all cultures can express themselves

and make themselves known. Freedom of expression, media
pluralism, multilingualism, equal access to art and to scien-

tific and technological knowledge, including in digital form,
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and the possibility for all cultures to have access to the
meansof expression and dissemination are the guarantees

of cultural diversity.

 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND CREATIVITY

Article 7 - Cultural heritage as the wellspring of creativity

Creation draws on theroots of cultural tradition, but flouris-
hes in contact with other cultures. For this reason, heritage in

all its forms must be preserved, enhanced and handed on to
future generations as a record of human experience and

aspirations, so as to foster creativity in all its diversity and to
inspire genuine dialogue among cultures.

Article 8 - Cultural goods and services: commodities of a
unique kind

In the face of present-day economic and technological
change, opening up vast prospects for creation and innova-

tion, particular attention must be paid to the diversity of the
supply of creative work, to due recognition of the rights of

authors and artists and to the specificity of cultural goods
and services which, as vectors of identity, values and

meaning, must not be treated as mere commodities or consu-

mer goods.

Article 9 - Cultural policies as catalysts of creativity
While ensuring the free circulation of ideas and works, cul-

tural policies must create conditions conducive to the pro-
duction and dissemination of diversified cultural goods and

services through cultural industries that have the means to
assert themselves at the local and global level. It is for each

State, with due regard to its international obligations, to

define its cultural policy and to implement it through the

meansit considers fit, whether by operational support or

appropriate regulations.

 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY

Article 10 - Strengthening capacities for creation and
dissemination worldwide

In the face of current imbalances in flows and exchanges of

cultural goods andservices at the global level, it is necessary

to reinforce international cooperation andsolidarity aimed at
enabling all countries, especially developing countries and

countries in transition, to establish cultural industries that are

viable and competitive at national and internationallevel.

Article 11 - Building partnerships between the public sector,

the private sector andcivil society
Market forces alone cannot guarantee the preservation

and promotion of cultural diversity, which is the key to
sustainable human development. From this perspective, the

pre-eminence of public policy, in partnership with the

private sector andcivil society, must be reaffirmed.

Article 12 - The role of UNESCO
UNESCO,by virtue of its mandate and functions, has the

responsibility to:

(a) Promote the incorporation of the principles set out in the
present Declaration into the development strategies drawn

up within the various intergovernmental bodies;

(b) Serve as a reference point and a forum whereStates,

international governmental and non-governmental organi-
zations, civil society and the private sector mayjoin together

in elaborating concepts, objectives and policies in favour of
cultural diversity;

 

(c) Pursue its activities in standard-setting, awareness-

raising and capacity-building in the areas related to the

present Declaration within its fields of competence;

(d) Facilitate the implementation of the Action Plan, the
main lines of which are appendedto the present Declaration.

Main lines of an action plan for the implementation of the

unesco universal declaration on cultural diversity

The Member States commit themselves to taking appropria-

te steps to disseminate widely the “UNESCO Universal
Declaration on Cultural Diversity”, in particular by coopera-

ting with a view to achieving the following objectives:

1. Deepening the international debate on questions relating
to cultural diversity, particularly in respect of its links with

development and its impact on policy-making, at both
national and international level; taking forward notably

consideration of the opportunity of an international legal

instrument on cultural diversity.

2. Advancing in the definition of principles, standards and
practices, on both the national and the international levels,

as well as of awareness-raising modalities and patterns of
cooperation, that are most conducive to the safeguarding

and promotion of cultural diversity.

3. Fostering the exchange of knowledge and best practices
in regard to cultural pluralism with a view to facilitating, in

diversified societies, the inclusion and participation of per-

sons and groups from varied cultural backgrounds.

4. Making further headway in understanding and clarifying
the content of cultural rights as an integral part of human

rights.

5. Safeguarding the linguistic heritage of humanity and
giving support to expression, creation and dissemination in

the greatest possible numberof languages.

6. Encouraging linguistic diversity — while respecting the
mother tongue — atall levels of education, wherever possi-

ble, and fostering the learning of several languages from the

youngest age.

7. Promoting through education an awarenessofthe positive
value of cultural diversity and improving to this end both

curriculum design and teacher education.

8. Incorporating, where appropriate, traditional pedagogies
into the education process with a view to preserving and

making full use of culturally appropriate methods of
communication and transmission of knowledge.

g. Encouraging “digital literacy” and ensuring greater
mastery of the new information and communication techno-

logies, which should be seen both as educational discipline
and as pedagogical tools capable of enhancing the effecti-

veness of educational services.

10. Promoting linguistic diversity in cyberspace and encou-
raging universal access through the global network to all

information in the public domain.

11. Countering the digital divide, in close cooperation in

relevant United Nations system organizations, by fostering
access by the developing countries to the new technologies,

by helping them to master information technologies and by
facilitating the digital dissemination of endogenouscultural

products and access by those countries to the educational,

 



 

cultural and scientific digital resources available worldwide.

12. Encouraging the production, safeguarding and dissemi-
nation of diversified contents in the media and global

information networks and, to that end, promoting the role
of public radio and television services in the developmentof

audiovisual productions of good quality, in particular by
fostering the establishment of cooperative mechanisms to

facilitate their distribution.

13. Formulating policies and strategies for the preservation

and enhancementofthe cultural and natural heritage, nota-
bly the oral and intangible cultural heritage, and combating

illicit traffic in cultural goods and services.

14. Respecting and protecting traditional knowledge, in
particular that of indigenous peoples; recognizing the

contribution of traditional knowledge, particularly with
regard to environmental protection and the managementof

natural resources, and fostering synergies between modern

science and local knowledge.

15. Fostering the mobility of creators, artists, researchers,

scientists and intellectuals and the developmentof interna-

tional research programmesand partnerships, while striving
to preserve and enhancethecreative capacity of developing

countries and countries in transition.

16. Ensuring protection of copyright andrelated rights in the
interest of the development of contemporarycreativity and

fair remuneration for creative work, while at the same time

upholding a public right of access to culture, in accordance
with Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

17. Assisting in the emergence or consolidation of cultural

industries in the developing countries and countries in
transition and, to this end, cooperating in the development

of the necessary infrastructures and skills, fostering the
emergence of viable local markets, and facilitating access

for the cultural products of those countries to the global

market and international distribution networks.

18. Developing cultural policies, including operational
support arrangements and/or appropriate regulatory

frameworks, designed to promote the principles enshrined
in this Declaration, in accordance with the international

obligations incumbent uponeachState.

19. Involving civil society closely in framing of public
policies aimed at safeguarding and promoting cultural

diversity.

20. Recognizing and encouraging the contribution that the

private sector can make to enhancing cultural diversity and
facilitating to that end the establishment of forums for

dialogue between the public sector and the private sector.

 

  

 

The MemberStates recommendthatthe Director-General take
the objectives set forth in this Action Plan into accountin the

implementation of UNESCO’s programmes and communicate
the latter to institutions of the United Nations system and to

other intergovernmental and non-governmental organiza-
tions concerned with a view to enhancing the synergy of

actions in favour of cultural diversity.

1. Among which, in particular, the Florence Agreement of

1950 and its Nairobi Protocol of 1976, the Universal Copyright

Convention of 1952, the Declaration of Principles on

International Cultural Cooperation of 1966, the Convention
on the Meansof Prohibiting and PreventingtheIllicit Import,

Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property (1970),
the Convention for the Protection of World Cultural and

Natural Heritage of 1972, the UNESCO Declaration on Race

and Racial Prejudice of 1978, the Recommendation concer-
ning the Status of the Artist of 1980, and the

Recommendation on Safeguarding Traditional and Popular
Culture of 1989.

2. This definition is in line with the conclusions of the World

Conference on Cultural Policies (MONDIACULT, Mexico City,

1982), of the World Commission on Culture and Development
(Our Creative Diversity, 1995), and of the Intergovernmental

Conference on Cultural Policies for Development (Stockholm,

1998).

Last update 25/01/02
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Annex 12

International Conference on
Dialogue among Civilizations’

Vilnius, Lithuania

23 - 26 April 2001

1. Civilisations are entities of faith, historical memory, moral

imagination, and human connection. They contain histori-

cally unique and self-asserting cultures, irreplaceable

forms of humancreativity, and also intellectual and moral

sensibilities of large groups of people. Bio-diversity and

cultural diversity are closely linked and are instrumentalfor

the ability of humankind to adapt, create, and invent. No

civilisation can solely assumethe responsibility for the enti-

re humanity; neither can a single civilisation claim exclusi-

ve rights to provide an ultimate and universally valid vision

of how to be a humanbeing in a complex and multifaceted

world of today and tomorrow.

Like human beings, the historically formed andliving civi-

lisations can never be interchangeable, since they are all

equally unique and valuable. The loss of any single trait of

oneofcivilisations is the loss for the entire humanity.

2. The ideas of tolerance and of the dialogue amongcivili-

sations rest on a clear awareness of human incompleteness.

This is particularly true of the concept of “the polylogue of

civilisations” elaborated by Vytautas Kavolis, a great

Lithuanian scholar.

3. Up to now the political exploitation of the concept of

civilisation has been among the most problematic traits of

the modern social sciences and humanities. Regrettably,

the theoretically exhausted and morally dubious inclina-

tion to employ or even exceedingly exploit the conceptof

civilisation for sheer political and ideological purposesis

still the case.

4. Simplistic, monologue-based, or otherwise politically

convenient notions of civilisation should not be applied.

Contrary to a firm conviction that Western civilisation was

the only civilisation nurtured by dialogue-based indivi-

dualism, liberty and toleration, scholars have stressed the

importance of each civilisation and the dialogue among

them as an inescapable part of the concept ofcivilisation

itself.

5. Civilisations are symbolic designs within which people

raise core questions concerning their being in the world,

and also search for key concepts and frames of meaning to

interpret themselves and the world around them.Nocivili-

sation can be regarded as a theory-emanating entity sole-

ly capable of interpreting the world and therefore framing

the rest of the world as its empirical evidence. Genuine dia-

logue allows no room for absolute otherness, for it occurs

among morally committed humanindividuals.

6. No civilisation can assume or represent complete

humanity. The comparative approachtherefore brings us to

a proper understanding of the complementarity ofcivilisa-

tions. It powerfully stands against bias, clichés, demonisa-

tion of the Other, and the sense of superiority over other

societies and cultures. The complementarity of civilisations

would be unthinkable without constant interplay and

exchangeof such faculties of human thought andcreativi-

ty as science, art, and philosophy; nor would it be possible

without the ethical and spiritual dimension. Women and

young people can play a crucial part in the process of

bridging and uniting the world.

7. As a crucial attempt to uphold mutual respect, sympa-

thetic understanding, and tolerance, the dialogue among

civilisations is the only means to build a world of human

dignity, solidarity, and hope. Such a dialogue of multiple,

pluralistic, and communicating identities would result in a

multi-civilisational universe of discourse. No civilisation

could be demonised, and references to all of them, their

intellectual traditions and masterpieces of art would come

to the contemporary individual as easily and naturally as

referencesto his or her owncivilisation. A particular civili-

sation can experience itself or critically examine its core

values only through a dialogue with othercivilisations.

8. All governments andcivil societies are enjoined, as an

integrated part of their cultural policies, to take the initia-

tive to further a dialogue amongcivilisations, in such a way

that it can become an instrument of transformation, a

yardstick for peace and tolerance, a vehicle for diversity

and pluralism, especially in culture, with the ultimate aim

of furthering the common good.
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